REGISTER NOW at **www.PESC.org** for the *Spring 2012 Data Summit* and learn more about the following topics.

- Academic ePortfolio and Badges
- Canadian PESC User Group
- Common Education Data Standards (CEDS)
- Common Identity & Trust Collaborative (CommIT)
- EdExchange and Common Data Services
- Education Record User Group (ERUG)
- Federal Student Aid (FSA)
- InCommon
- MyDATA “Blue Button” Initiative
- National Information Exchange Model (NIEM)
- Privacy, Security & Confidentiality of Student Records
- Privacy Technical Assistance Center (PTAC)
- Seal of Approval
- Shared Learning Infrastructure (SLI)

PLUS

- FERPA Overviews for Parents, Students, SEAs & LEAs
- Annual Spring PESC Membership Meeting & Board Elections
- White House’s Consumer Internet Privacy Bill of Rights
- PESC Joins National Forum on Education Statistics
- FSA Software Developers Conference
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ENABLING DATA PORTABILITY ACROSS THE EDUCATION DOMAIN
PESC ANNOUNCES 13TH ANNUAL BEST PRACTICES COMPETITION

Entries for the PESC’s Best Practices Competition are now being accepted. Now in its 13th year, the Best Practices Competition is held to highlight and promote innovation and ingenuity in the application and implementation of interoperable data standards for business needs. First held in 1999, the Competition is open to institutions, associations, organizations, government agencies and departments, districts, consortia, non-profit and commercial service providers and other education stakeholders that have collaborated to design and/or adopt an electronic standardization initiative via a specific implementation, and/or other medium such as, but not limited to, published articles and white papers. Past winners include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Institution/Initiative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>SOUTH CAROLINA TRANSFER &amp; ARTICULATION CENTER (SC TRAC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>COLLEGE FOUNDATION OF NORTH CAROLINA ELECTRONIC HIGH SCHOOL TRANSCRIPT SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM E-TRANSCRIPT CALIFORNIA AND UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF GEORGIA BOARD OF REGENTS HIGH SCHOOL &amp; POSTSECONDARY XML TRANSCRIPT IMPLEMENTATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>SINCLAIR COMMUNITY COLLEGE &amp; WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY EXCHANGE OF ELECTRONIC TRANSCRIPTS VIA OHIO BOARD OF REGENTS ARTICULATION &amp; TRANSFER CLEARINGHOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>DATA QUALITY CAMPAIGN (DQC) USING DATA TO IMPROVE STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>NCHHELP ELECTRONIC STANDARDS COMMITTEE CRC BETA TEST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, FSA XML REGISTRY &amp; REPOSITORY FOR THE EDUCATION COMMUNITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>SIF ASSOCIATION SIF SPECIFICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>ELM RESOURCES ELMNET AND NCHHELP METER ADVISORY TEAM METEOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>NCHHELP ELECTRONIC STANDARDS COMMITTEE COMMON ACCOUNT MAINTENANCE (CAM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA EDI BRIDGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>ONTARIO UNIVERSITIES’ APPLICATION CENTRE (OUAC) MODEL OF ELECTRONIC STANDARDIZATION INITIATIVE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Best Practices Competition for 2011 is open for submissions until close of business Wednesday April 4, 2012. Documents detailing the scope of a project, participants, type of standards employed, relevant dates of project milestones, copies of articles (if an article submission), outline of mission/objectives and any related statistics (number of transactions transmitted, estimated cost savings, etc.) should be included in the submission. All entries should be submitted by April 4, 2012 to Michael.Sessa@PESC.org or at:

Michael Sessa, President & CEO
Postsecondary Electronic Standards Council
1250 Connecticut Avenue, NW Suite 200
Washington, D.C. 20036

All entries will be judged by the PESC Board of Directors. First place and those receiving special recognition will be notified immediately, an official public announcement will be made before the Spring 2012 Data Summit May 2-4, 2012 in Las Vegas at the Wynn, and the award presentation will be made during the general session of the Data Summit on May 2, 2012.
PESC to Host Half-Day Workshop on NIEM with Technical Expert David Webber

PESC is very pleased to announce that David Webber, Oracle’s Technical Team Lead for NIEM, will lead a half-day workshop on the National Information Exchange Model (NIEM) at PESC’s Spring 2012 Data Summit being held May 2-4, 2012 in Las Vegas at the Wynn. This workshop, geared toward a technical audience and open to all Summit registrants, will provide a broad and comprehensive introduction to the world of NIEM, defining what NIEM is, how it is used, what tools are available and the future plans for NIEM.

Attendees will learn how to design and develop NIEM exchanges and dictionaries and how NIEM compares to current methodologies (like PESC). Also covered will be XML exchange test suites and deployment with partners.

Mr. Webber serves as a member of the NIEM Technical Architecture Committee (NTAC), as Chair of the OASIS CAM Technical Committee, Developer of the CAMEditor/NIEM Open Source Toolkit, Technical Editor for the OASIS Election Markup Language and IEEE/P1622 and hands-on NIEM instructor as well as a longtime XML standards advocate. Whether organizations adopt NIEM or not, the tools and resources freely available through NIEM are very valuable to those learning and furthering their understanding of data exchange development.

PESC is also very pleased to announce that the US Department of Education’s Chief Privacy Officer Kathleen Styles and the Privacy Technical Assistance Center (PTAC) will lead a half-day workshop at the Spring 2012 Data Summit.

This workshop, geared toward a postsecondary audience and open to all Summit registrants, will provide basics on FERPA (Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act) including the changes recently enacted, but will not specifically focus only on FERPA.

Rather this workshop will provide a high level overview of FERPA and how it applies in the postsecondary context and introduce participants to a wide variety of tools and resources available including: a privacy toolkit containing best practice guides and related resources; data security policies, procedures, and architectures reviews; data security audit assistance; frequently asked questions (FAQs) and answers commonly
requested by PTAC stakeholders; and help desk support on data privacy and security questions.

The full agenda of General and Concurrent Sessions is attached to this edition of THE STANDARD. For more information including registration and hotel reservations, please visit [www.PESC.org](http://www.PESC.org).

---

**NEW PESC MEMBERS**

**ApplyAlberta**
Susan Stein, Operations Director
[www.applyalberta.ca](http://www.applyalberta.ca)

**Credential Solutions**
Thomas Mckechney, CEO
[www.credentialssolutions.com](http://www.credentialssolutions.com)

**Michigan State University**
Matt Basgall, Director of Technology
[www.msu.edu](http://www.msu.edu)

**Ontario Universities’ Application Centre**
Trudy Sykes, Director of Operations
[www.ouac.on.ca](http://www.ouac.on.ca)

**University of British Columbia**
James Ridge, Associate VP & Registrar
[www.ubc.ca](http://www.ubc.ca)

---

**ANNUAL SPRING MEMBERSHIP MEETING**

**MAY 3, 2012**

Please be advised that the Annual Spring PESC Membership Meeting is scheduled for Thursday May 3, 2012 5pm PDT and will be held at the Wynn Hotel in Las Vegas during the Spring 2012 Data Summit. In addition to updates on all the major issues and topics, we'll be voting on the PESC Board of Directors.

Nominations to serve on the PESC Board of Directors will open on Monday March 19, 2012. As a reminder the roles and responsibilities of Board members is outlined in our Board Manual available at [http://www.pesc.org/interior.php?page_id=93](http://www.pesc.org/interior.php?page_id=93) and only Members in good standing may make nominations. Stay tuned for the email announcing nominations.


PESC thanks Diamond Sponsor ORACLE; Silver Sponsors eSCHOLAR, NATIONAL STUDENT CLEARINGHOUSE, PARCHMENT, SMART CATALOG, and USA FUNDS; and Bronze Sponsors DATATEL-SGHE and PARCHMENT for helping make meetings and events possible.

---

**BOARD OF DIRECTORS ELECTIONS AND NOMINATION SCHEDULE**

Please be advised that nominations to serve on the PESC Board of Directors will open on Monday March 19, 2012. The schedule for nominations and elections:

- **Nominations Open** – Mon 3/19/12
  Nomination form and email sent to Members

- **Nominations Close** – Wed 4/4/12

- **Proxy Ballots Sent** – Mon 4/9/12
  Proxy ballots for Members not attending the election in person.

- **Proxy Ballot Voting Deadline** – Wed 4/25/12

- **Elections** – Thursday 5/3/12 @ 5pm

As you know the PESC Board of Directors has done a tremendous job in leading PESC over the years and each Board member is heavily involved with PESC in one way or another (as Task Force Chair, Subject Matter Expert, etc.). For more information on the PESC Board of Directors and their roles and responsibilities, please refer to the Board manual available at [http://www.pesc.org/interior.php?page_id=93](http://www.pesc.org/interior.php?page_id=93).
DATA SUMMIT
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PROGRAM
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parchment
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:30AM – 8:30AM</td>
<td>CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00AM – 5:00PM</td>
<td>REGISTRATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30AM – 10:15AM</td>
<td><strong>GENERAL SESSION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>ROOM</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>WELCOME &amp; OPENING REMARKS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>▪ <strong>MICHAEL SESSA</strong>, PRESIDENT &amp; CEO, PESC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>▪ <strong>KATHLEEN STYLES</strong>, CHIEF PRIVACY OFFICER, US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>▪ <strong>COMMON EDUCATION DATA STANDARDS (CEDS)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>▪ <strong>JACK BUCKLEY</strong>, COMMISSIONER, NCES, US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>CEDS CONSORTIUM</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>▪ <strong>JOHN BLEGEN</strong>, CEDS PROJECT MANAGER, SHEEO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15AM – 10:30AM</td>
<td>BREAK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30AM – NOON</td>
<td><strong>GENERAL SESSION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>ROOM</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>SHARED LEARNING INFRASTRUCTURE (SLI)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>▪ <strong>BRANDT REDD</strong>, SENIOR TECHNOLOGY OFFICER, BILL &amp; MELINDA GATES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>▪ <strong>M yDATA BLUE BUTTON INITIATIVE</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>▪ <strong>RICHARD CULATTA</strong>, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY, US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>FEDERAL STUDENT AID (FSA)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>▪ <strong>MIKE FILLINICH</strong>, SR. TECHNICAL MANAGER, ENTERPRISE DATA SERVICES, TECHNOLOGY OFFICE, FSA, US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOON – 1:30PM</td>
<td>LUNCH</td>
<td>KEYNOTE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WEDNESDAY MAY 2, 2012**
### Wednesday, May 2, 2012

#### 1:30 PM – 3:15 PM

**General Session**
- **PESC**
  - **Michael Sessa**, President & CEO, PESC
  - **Canadian PESC User Group**
  - **Bill McKee**, Director of Operations, OCAS
  - **Shane Aulenback**, Vice President, Decision Academic

**Room**

**Academic Eportfolio Workgroup Update**
- **John Ittelson**, CSU Monterey Bay
- **Don Phillips**, XAP Corporation

#### 3:15 PM – 3:30 PM

**Break**

#### 3:30 PM – 5:00 PM

**General Session**

**Room**

**National Information Exchange Model (NIEM)**
- **David Webber**, Technical NIEM Team Lead, Oracle & NIEM Technical Architecture Committee (NTAC)

**Common Identity & Trust Collaborative (Commit) – EA2/INCommon**
- **Charlie Leonhardt**, Principal Technologist, Georgetown University
- **Arnie Miles**, Georgetown University
- **Ann West**, INCommon/Internet2
- **Nate Klingenstein**, Internet2
- **Dave Moldoff**, Founder & CEO, AcademyOne

**EDEXchange Update – Common Data Services (CDS) Task Force**
- **Tim Calhoon**, Center Director, California Community Colleges
- **Rick Blaisdell**, Chief Technology Officer, ConnectedU

#### 5:00 PM

**Adjourn for Day**

#### 5:30 PM – 6:30 PM

**Annual Spring Reception**

**Room**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:30AM – 8:30AM</td>
<td>CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00AM – 5:00PM</td>
<td>REGISTRATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30AM – 10:15AM</td>
<td><strong>Concurrent Sessions</strong></td>
<td><strong>Room</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Room</strong></td>
<td><strong>Room</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WORKSHOP A <strong>PRIVACY TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE CENTER</strong> (PTAC)</td>
<td>WORKSHOP B <strong>NATIONAL INFORMATION EXCHANGE MODEL</strong> (NIEM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15AM – 10:30AM</td>
<td>BREAK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30AM – 12:15PM</td>
<td><strong>Concurrent Sessions</strong></td>
<td><strong>Room</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Room</strong></td>
<td><strong>Room</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WORKSHOP A <strong>(cont’d)</strong> <strong>PRIVACY TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE CENTER</strong> (PTAC)</td>
<td>WORKSHOP B <strong>(cont’d)</strong> <strong>NATIONAL INFORMATION EXCHANGE MODEL</strong> (NIEM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:15PM – 1:30PM</td>
<td>LUNCH ON YOUR OWN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30PM – 3:15PM</td>
<td><strong>Concurrent Sessions</strong></td>
<td><strong>ACADEMIC ePORTFOLIO WORKGROUP</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15PM – 3:30PM</td>
<td><strong>Break</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30PM – 5:00PM</td>
<td><strong>Concurrent Sessions</strong></td>
<td><strong>ACADEMIC ePORTFOLIO WORKGROUP (CONT’D)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00PM</td>
<td><strong>ADJOURN FOR DAY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00PM – 6:00PM</td>
<td><strong>ANNUAL PESC MEMBERSHIP MEETING</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THURSDAY MAY 3, 2012**

**MAY 2-4, 2012**

**SPLING 2012 | LAS VEGAS | WYNN | PESC.ORG**

**DATA SUMMIT**

**COLLABORATE | COMMUNICATE | INNOVATE**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:30 AM – 8:30 AM</td>
<td>Continental Breakfast</td>
<td>ROOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM – NOON</td>
<td>Registration</td>
<td>ROOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM – 10:15 AM</td>
<td><strong>Concurrent Sessions</strong></td>
<td>ROOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CDS Task Force</td>
<td>ROOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>edEXCHANGE PILOT PROJECT</td>
<td>ROOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eA2/InCOMMON COMMIT GENERAL SESSION</td>
<td>ROOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEAL OF APPROVAL BOARD (SAB)</td>
<td>ROOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Steering Committee</td>
<td>ROOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM – 10:30 AM</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td>ROOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM – NOON</td>
<td><strong>Concurrent Sessions</strong></td>
<td>ROOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CDS Task Force</td>
<td>ROOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>edEXCHANGE PILOT PROJECT</td>
<td>ROOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eA2/InCOMMON COMMIT GENERAL SESSION</td>
<td>ROOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TECHNICAL ADVISORY BOARD (TAB)</td>
<td>ROOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change Control Board (CCB)</td>
<td>ROOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOON</td>
<td>Adjourn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
On behalf of the National Forum on Education Statistics (Forum), I am pleased to inform you that PESC has been approved as an associate Forum member.

As you know, the Forum is sponsored by the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) and is committed to improving the quality, comparability, and usefulness of elementary and secondary education data, while remaining sensitive to data burden concerns.

Forum members include approximately 120 representatives from state education agencies, local education agencies, the federal government, and other organizations with an interest in education data. Our purpose is to plan, recommend, and implement strategies for building education data systems that will support local, state, and national efforts to improve public and private education throughout the United States.

The expertise of associate members contributes greatly to Forum discussions of contemporary issues in education, and associate members are instrumental in promoting the work of the Forum among the members of their organizations. Associate members are encouraged to take an active role in committee, subcommittee, and task force activities. Please note, however, that associate members do not participate in the formal decisionmaking of the full Forum, they do not vote for Forum officers or on policies and procedures, and they may not hold office.

Thank you again for your interest in the Forum. We look forward to working with you, and hope that you will be able to join our meeting July 9-11, 2011 at the Mayflower Hotel in Washington DC. For more information about the Forum please contact me directly or visit http://nces.ed.gov/forum, where you can access information on Forum membership under the “Member Resources” link.

Regards,
Ghedam Bairu
National Center for Education Statistics
National Forum on Education Statistics

TO: Financial Aid Community
FROM: Katrina Turner, Director, Operations Performance Division, Federal Student Aid
RE: FY 2010 2-Year Draft Cohort Default Rates Distributed on February 27, 2012
DATE: 2/27/2012

On the morning of Monday, February 27, 2012 we distributed the FY 2010 Draft 2-Year Cohort Default Rate notification packages to all eligible domestic and foreign schools. In this announcement, we provide information about our distribution of the draft rates and the begin dates for challenging the draft rates.

For both eligible domestic and foreign schools enrolled in the Electronic Cohort Default Rate (eCDR) process, we sent FY 2010 Draft 2-Year Cohort Default Rate and accompanying documentation via the Student Aid Internet Gateway (SAIG). This information was sent to the SAIG mailbox for the destination point designated by the school. Each eCDR package contained the following information:

- Cover Letter (message class SHDRLROP)
- Reader-Friendly Loan Record Detail Report (message class SHCDRROP)
- Extract-Type Loan Record Detail Report (message class SHCDREOP)

We did not send eCDR notification packages to any
school not enrolled in eCDR. These schools may download their cohort default rates and accompanying Loan Record Detail Reports from the National Student Loan Data System (NSLDS) via the NSLDS Professional Access Web site.

We also sent a Network Message (message class MESSAGTB) to each school’s SAIG mailbox that provides instructions for downloading, viewing, and printing the eCDR files. If a technical problem caused by the Department of Education (the Department) results in an inability to access the data, schools have five business days from the receipt of the eCDR notification package to notify Operations Performance Division at the e-mail address given below.

Any school that did not have a borrower in repayment, during the current or any of the past cohort default rate periods, will not receive a FY 2010 draft cohort default rate notification package. These schools are considered to have no cohort default rate data and no cohort default rate.

The time period for challenging a school’s FY 2010 Draft 2-Year Cohort Default Rate under 34 C.F.R Part 668, Subpart M begins on Tuesday, March 6, 2012 for all schools.

In order to complete an adjustment or appeal, you may need a data manager’s contact information. Click on a link entitled, "Numerical Data Managers" from the home page of the Cohort Default Rate Guide at http://www.ifap.ed.gov/DefaultManagement/finalcdrg.html where you will find a list of the data managers identified by a three-digit code found on a school’s loan record detail report. When you click on the code or state (if no code exists), you will be directed to the data manager list that contains the name, address, telephone numbers, e-mail and Web site information for a particular data manager.

For additional information regarding the school cohort default rate calculation or the adjustment/appeal processes, please refer to the Cohort Default Rate Guide at http://www.ifap.ed.gov/DefaultManagement/CDRGuideMaster.html.

You may also contact us by e-mailing fsa.schools.default.management@ed.gov or by calling the Operations Performance Division Hotline at 202/377-4259.

---

1998 Amendments to the Higher Education Act of 1965
P.L. 105-244

Sec 101—Revision of Title I
PART D—ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS FOR DELIVERY OF STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

`SEC. 143. ADMINISTRATIVE SIMPLIFICATION OF STUDENT AID DELIVERY.

`(a) IN GENERAL- In order to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the student aid delivery system, the Secretary and the Chief Operating Officer shall encourage and participate in the establishment of voluntary consensus standards and requirements for the electronic transmission of information necessary for the administration of programs under title IV.

`(b) PARTICIPATION IN STANDARD SETTING ORGANIZATIONS—

`'(1) The Chief Operating Officer shall participate in the activities of standard setting organizations in carrying out the provisions of this section.

`'(2) The Chief Operating Officer shall encourage higher education groups seeking to develop common forms, standards, and procedures in support of the delivery of Federal student financial assistance to conduct these activities within a standard setting organization.

`'(3) The Chief Operating Officer may pay necessary dues and fees associated with participating in standard setting organizations pursuant to this subsection.
FSA SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS CONFERENCE

*We heard you loud and clear!* This year, the Federal Student Aid (FSA) Technology Office will be sponsoring the Software Developers Conferences in a series format. With quarterly updates, the first three events will be virtual meetings conducted in a webinar format. The fourth meeting will be an in person, “face-to-face” meeting. This face-to-face meeting will take place in conjunction with the Annual FSA Fall Conference. Information on our first event is as follows:

**2012 Software Developers WEBINAR #1**
Date: Friday, March 09, 2012  
Time: 9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. (EST)

**Agenda**
The webinar is designed for software developers, their customers, and institutions that develop software for the purpose of Title IV financial aid processing. The objective is to provide information on recent legislative changes and enhancements to FSA systems such as COD, NSLDS and CPS. Topics for the first webinar will include:

- The impact of recent legislative changes
- Enhancements/Updates to FSA systems such as COD, NSLDS and CPS
- New Pell Limits and changes to student loans
- Gainful Employment rates and file layouts
- Protection of Personal Identifiable Information
- Two-Factor Authentication initiative deployment schedule

**Target Audience**

**Registration**
Registration is now open at [http://www.fsaregistration.ed.gov/profile/form/index.cfm?PKformID=0x48184180c2](http://www.fsaregistration.ed.gov/profile/form/index.cfm?PKformID=0x48184180c2)

**Contact Information**
If you have any questions, please contact us at (202) 377-3633, send an email to fsaconferences@ed.gov.

Richard Gordon, Chief Information Officer, FSA  
U.S. Department of Education

WHITE PAPER – VALUE OF ECOMMERCE

PESC Members and other interested parties, PESC has been approached by one of its premier members to publish under the PESC name a quantitative report outlining to higher education institutions and the vendor community the volume and cost of processing transcripts.

The proposed report would evaluate outbound transcripts processing through the Registrar Office as well as inbound transcript processing through the Admissions Office, including any steps taken to translate transcript data into other formats for viewing. Additionally the report will study the ROI of implementing a standards-based system for eTranscripts.

Production and distribution of this report has been estimated at approximately $40k and PESC is unable to cover this cost alone. Instead we propose that stakeholders interested in this topic work together in an open, transparent PESC Task Force to plan and produce this report AND share in the cost of its production.

If there’s unsatisfactory response to this request and to the formation of a Task Force, PESC will forego a Task Force, allow the PESC member to produce the report, and then the final paper would only be attributed to the PESC member and PESC.

If there is satisfactory response to this request and to the formation of a new Task Force, PESC will move forward and launch the Task Force and attribute its production to all those interested.
To gauge interest, please join PESC for an open meeting on Monday March 12, 2012 at 3pm EST (712.775.7000, 269525#) whereby we will review the Letter of Intent, the production timeline, and the costs to be shared.

The last known version of a report similar to this is available at http://www.pesc.org/library/docs/standards/ed20implementation%20guides/Speede%20Business%20Case-1.pdf and was produced in 1988/1989.

Task Force - Logistics Conference Call
Monday March 12, 2012
3pm - 4pm EST
712.775.7000, 269525#

"Systems must be designed to meet the standards & guidelines of NCES... including the schemas of PESC."

-Grant RFA for Statewide Longitudinal Data Systems
American Recovery & Reinvestment Act of 2009

"Of course, it's not enough for us to increase student aid. We can't just keep subsidizing skyrocketing tuition. We'll run out of money.

States also need to do their part, by making higher education a higher priority in their budgets.

And colleges and universities have to do their part by working to keep costs down."

- President of the United States
Barack Obama
State of the Union
January 24, 2012

INTEROPERABILITY

Interoperability is a property referring to the ability of diverse products, systems and/or organizations to work together (inter-operate). The term is often used in a technical systems engineering sense, or alternatively in a broad sense, taking into account social, political, and organizational factors that impact system to system performance.

For systems interoperability specifically organizations communicate through interfaces which are completely understood...each can work with the other’s products or systems without any restricted access or implementation.
DATA SUMMIT
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NSLDS REFERENCE MATERIALS

- November 21, 2011
  (NSLDS Record Extracts) Subject: NSLDS Loan Exit Counseling Extract Record Layouts for Lenders and Lender Servicers
  http://ifap.ed.gov/nsldsmaterials/NSLDSLendLoanExitCounselingExtractRecordLayoutsforLenders.html

- November 21, 2011
  (NSLDS Record Extracts) Subject: NSLDS School Portfolio Report Extract File Layout for Schools (SCHPR1)

- November 21, 2011
  (NSLDS Record Extracts) Subject: NSLDS Borrower Default Summary Report Extract Record Layouts for Schools (SCHDF1)
  http://ifap.ed.gov/nsldsmaterials/NSLDSBorrowerDefaultSummaryRecordLayoutSCHDF1.html

- November 21, 2011
  (NSLDS Record Extracts) Subject: NSLDS Delinquent Borrower Report Extract Record Layouts for Schools (DELQ01)
  http://ifap.ed.gov/nsldsmaterials/NSLDSDLinquentsBorrowerReportExtractRecordLayoutsforSchoolsDELQ01.html

- November 21, 2011
  (NSLDS Record Extracts) Subject: NSLDS Loan Exit Counseling Extract Record Layouts for GAs
  http://ifap.ed.gov/nsldsmaterials/NSLDSLendLoanExitCounselingExtractRecordLayoutsforGAs.html

- November 21, 2011
  (NSLDS Newsletters) Subject: Newsletter 35: New NSLDS Loan Exit Counseling Summary Report and Other Report Enhancements
  http://ifap.ed.gov/nsldsmaterials/NSLDSNewsletter35.html

A THIRD OF STUDENTS TRANSFER BEFORE GRADUATING, AND MANY HEAD TOWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGES

February 28, 2012
By Jennifer Gonzalez

One-third of all students switch institutions at least once before earning a degree, says a report released on Tuesday by the National Student Clearinghouse Research Center.

The "traditional" path of entering and graduating from the same institution is decreasingly followed, the report says. Students transfer across state lines and institution types, and even "reverse transfer" from four-year to two-year colleges.
The report—"Transfer and Mobility: A National View of Pre-Degree Student Movement in Postsecondary Institutions," published in partnership with Indiana University's Project on Academic Success—examines students' increasingly complex transfer patterns. It looks at nearly 2.8 million full- and part-time students of all ages, at all institutional types, over a five-year period beginning in 2006.

Transfer rates are similar for full- and part-time students, 32.6 and 33.9 percent, respectively, the study found. More than a quarter of all transfers cross state lines, and students' preferred destination is public two-year institutions (except when those are the origin). The most common time for transfer, the report says, is in a student's second year.

Most data analysis focuses on institutions, the report says, viewing students "as simply entering, progressing linearly, and completing a degree or not." In this presentation, it says, "students are the unit of analysis, and institutions are viewed as stepping stones along a diverse set of educational paths."

College administrators and policymakers need to get a better handle on the issue of student mobility to ensure that they are putting in place effective policies, say the report's authors. "This view could lead to new approaches and metrics that better inform students and institutions about the range of successful enrollment patterns," they write.

And not just students who earn associate degrees should be taken into account, said Donald Hossler, executive director of the research center. "There is a lot of attention given to post-degree transfers, but not about the mobility of students before they earn a degree." he said. "We are presenting information in a way that is seldom done."

Reverse Transfer
Students' transfer patterns reflect the important role of community colleges. Among students who transfer from four-year public institutions, more than half (51.9 percent) transfer "in reverse," to two-year public institutions. And among students who transfer from two-year public colleges, more than a third (37.6 percent) move laterally, to other two-year public colleges. That is nearly as many as transfer from two-year to four-year public institutions: 41.2 percent.

From private colleges—both nonprofit and for-profit—many students also leave for public two-year colleges. From nonprofit colleges, 41.4 percent of transfers go to two-year institutions, and from for-profits, 43.9 percent do.

The report doesn't delve into why community colleges are a preferred destination. But students' seeking lower tuition costs and a better institutional fit may account for some of the movement, Mr. Hossler said.

Across all institutional types, transfer rates peak in students' second year, then decrease, with the lowest levels reached in the fifth year.

Still, a surprising number of students make their first transfer during their fourth year of study (13 percent) or fifth year (9 percent). Among students who begin at two-year institutions, 17 percent transfer for the first time in the fourth year, and 11 percent in the fifth.

By that time, there are few services available to students to help them with the transition. Most colleges direct their student-success programs toward first-year students.
5-Year Transfer Rates by Type of Origin Institution for Students Who First Enrolled in College in the Fall of 2006

% of Students Who Transferred

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin Institution Type</th>
<th>2-Year Transfer Rates</th>
<th>4-Year Transfer Rates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>33.4%</td>
<td>34.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Nonprofit</td>
<td>34.4%</td>
<td>32.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private For-Profit</td>
<td>16.3%</td>
<td>19.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two-Year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin Institution Type</th>
<th>2-Year Transfer Rates</th>
<th>4-Year Transfer Rates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>(422,052)</td>
<td>(324,745)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Nonprofit</td>
<td>(2,515)</td>
<td>(137,827)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private For-Profit</td>
<td>(9,238)</td>
<td>(18,095)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Four-Year

Origin and Destination of Initial Transfer by Institution Type

Source: National Student Clearinghouse Research Center
WHAT IS A ‘PESC APPROVED STANDARD’?

For XML, PESC adopted a certain methodology for development and maintenance which rolled up into our policies and procedures manual. In addition to certain procedures required like submission of a *Letter of Intent* and *Public Comment Period*, the manual also includes PESC’s Guiding Principles for XML Architecture and Data Modeling and the Users Guide for the XML Registry and Repository for the Education Community.

As PESC and Federal Student Aid (FSA) of the US Department of Education have a long standing partnership (note that FSA is required by S.143 of the HEA of 1965 to participate in a standards-setting body like PESC), FSA worked with PESC and adopted the same methodology.

Our work in the past focused on the Common Origination and Disbursement (COD) System and the Common Record file, now implemented in thousands of colleges and universities that receive federal loans and grants. Now we are initiating work with FSA on the National Student Loan Data System (NSLDS) and the various files within, like Enrollment Reporting. The ultimate goal is and has been to carry this methodology across higher education...in order to truly maximize the cost savings, the efficiency, the data quality and of course the interoperability.

Of course the first XML standard approved was the College Transcript (2004) and then the High School Transcript (2006) as we worked simultaneously across the registrar and admissions sectors along with FSA. Again the goal being to spread the methodology to achieve the mission and benefits, PESC Approved Standards in XML now include Admissions Application, Education Test Score Reporting, PDF Attachment, Functional Acknowledgement, IPEDS and now NSLDS Enrollment Reporting.

To further this understanding and need for one unified standard, PESC recently launched the *Seal of Approval* Program, which signifies that a PESC Approved Standard is being used in a certain organization’s technology according to the spirit and intent under which the standard was developed. As we now continue to work across the state and research sectors, we must remember to carry these principles with us.

What does this mean? A real outcome here is that while a different XML methodology might be used in the community for standards developed outside of PESC's jurisdiction, PESC may choose to support and/or partner with those initiatives; but would only use the term 'PESC Approved Standard' if the initiative followed PESC's policies and procedures. Over the years many partnerships have been formed (SPEEDE, InCommon, RS3G, SIFA, DQC, etc.) Lastly for those initiatives that fall outside of PESC's policies and procedures, eligibility for Seal of Approval would not be available. So then to extrapolate, CEDS could neither be a PESC Approved Standard nor be granted the Seal of Approval. Ineligibility also applies to other initiatives PESC supports like SIF, IMS, HR-XML, etc.

Should PESC introduce a new term like 'PESC Endorsed Format' to indicate the level of support for outside initiatives vs 'PESC Approved Standard'? I think that only exacerbates the matter as the conversation quickly expands to wanting more levels which will end up only confusing the community further.

As the only open data standards-setting body in education, PESC will continue its mission of championing interoperability across the education lifecycle, of providing clarity and leadership, and identifying gaps in the education domain where standards and services are needed. While many stakeholders, we are unified under one vision as we agree that in collaborating we ensure the greater common good of student achievement.
A CONSUMER INTERNET PRIVACY BILL OF RIGHTS

The Obama Administration believes America must apply our timeless privacy values to the new technologies and circumstances of our times. Citizens are entitled to have their personal data handled according to these principles.

- **Individual Control**
  Consumers have a right to exercise control over what personal data companies collect from them and how they use it.

- **Access and Accuracy**
  Consumers have a right to access and correct personal data in usable formats, in a manner that is appropriate to the sensitivity and risk associated with the data.

- **Transparency**
  Consumers have a right to easily understandable and accessible information about privacy and security practices.

- **Focused Collection**
  Consumers have a right to reasonable limits on the personal data that companies collect and retain.

- **Respect for Context**
  Consumers have a right to expect that companies will collect, use, and disclose personal data in ways that are consistent.

- **Accountability**
  Companies should be accountable to enforcement authorities and consumers for adhering to these principles.

- **Security**
  Consumers have a right to secure and responsible handling of personal data.

LEARN MORE AT WHITEHOUSE.GOV
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) is a Federal privacy law that gives parents certain rights with regard to their children’s education records, such as the right to inspect and review your child’s education records. To protect your child’s privacy, the law generally requires schools to ask for written consent from you before disclosing personally identifiable information from your child’s education records (student information) to others. However, FERPA does permit schools to disclose your student’s information without your consent under limited circumstances (referred to as exceptions). For example, your child’s information may be disclosed to another school in which your child is enrolling, or to local emergency responders in connection with a health or safety emergency.

The U.S. Department of Education has revised its regulations governing the implementation of FERPA by schools, districts, and States. These revisions change several of the exceptions to FERPA’s consent rule.

### Ensuring the Safety of Students

#### Changes to the Directory Information Exception

Schools are permitted to disclose information on students if it has been properly designated as directory information. By law, directory information includes things that would generally not be considered harmful or an invasion of privacy if disclosed, such as name, address, photograph, and date of birth. Directory information may not include things such as a student’s social security number or grades. If a school has a policy of disclosing directory information, it is required to give public notice to parents of the types of information designated as directory information, and of the right to opt out of having your child’s information so designated and disclosed.

It is important for schools to have directory information policies, as schools may not do even mundane activities (such as publishing yearbooks or creating graduation programs) without having designated the items about the students contained in the publications as directory information. For example, without a directory information policy, FERPA would require schools to obtain consent for every student every time it wants to publish a yearbook. However, many schools have been forgoing designations of directory information, as they have concluded that such designations would put students at risk of becoming targets of marketing campaigns, the media, or even victims of criminal acts.

The Department has changed its directory information regulations to help schools lessen the burden of obtaining consent for more mundane uses of student information, while still allowing schools to choose the purposes for which directory information should be disclosed. Schools can now adopt limited directory information policies that allow the disclosure of directory information to be limited to specific parties, for specific purposes, or both. It is up to individual schools or school districts whether to adopt limited directory information policies and how to implement them. The Department’s intent is to allow schools the option to implement policies that allow for the disclosure of student information for uses such as yearbooks, but restrict the use for more potentially dangerous purposes.

It is important that parents have the opportunity to make informed decisions about the use of their student’s directory information. However, there are times when schools must be allowed to implement policies that will permit them to effectively protect their students. As such, the Department has also

---

1 When a student turns 18 years old or enters college at any age, the rights afforded to parents under FERPA transfer to the student, such as the right to provide consent before information from education records is disclosed.
changed the directory information exception to state that parents may not, by opting out of directory information, prevent a school from requiring a student to wear or present a student ID or badge. The need for schools to implement measures to ensure the safety and security of students should not be impeded by a parent or student using FERPA’s directory information opt out provisions. The Department is not requiring schools to establish policies requiring students to wear badges; these are individual decisions that schools and school districts should make taking into account local circumstances.

For questions on what directory information your school designates, please contact the school directly.

Ensuring the Effectiveness of Publicly Funded Education Programs

Changes to the Audit/Evaluation & Studies Exceptions

It is important to ensure that all students have access to a quality education. Parents should be able to take an active role in their child’s education and know answers to some basic questions about their child’s likely future success.

- When my son leaves his early childhood program, will he be prepared for kindergarten?
- Does my daughter’s school have large achievement gaps between subgroups of students? Are the gaps closing?
- What are my daughter’s chances of graduating from high school?
- What percentage of children at my son’s high school take the ACT/SAT and what’s the average score?
- What courses should my son take if he wants to be prepared for college?
- Is my son likely to need to take remedial courses in college to catch-up or will he be prepared?
- When my daughter graduates from college, will she be able to find a job and how much will she earn?

States have been working to establish longitudinal data systems to help answer these questions, and to determine what works and what doesn’t when it comes to our children’s education. The FERPA regulations amend certain provisions to help facilitate effective research and evaluation of Federal- and State-supported education programs through the use of State longitudinal data systems. The new regulations clarify who may receive student information to conduct evaluations of education programs, and under what circumstances these types of disclosures may occur. The regulations also provide best practices for written agreements that cover the circumstances of these disclosures, as well as best practices for reasonable methods an entity disclosing student information must take to ensure to the greatest extent practicable that those conducting an evaluation using student information protect privacy and comply with FERPA.

For questions on what student data may be included in your State’s longitudinal data system, contact your State department of education directly.

Parents and students put their trust in the stewards of education data to ensure students’ personal information is properly safeguarded and is used only for legitimate purposes and only when absolutely necessary. The Department deeply values this trust and strives to ensure it is doing all it can do to protect the privacy of our students as the uses of their data to improve education increase.

For more information about FERPA, please see “FERPA General Guidance for Parents” on the Family Policy Compliance Office Web site: [http://www2.ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/fpco/ferpa/parents.html](http://www2.ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/fpco/ferpa/parents.html). If you have a question or wish to report a potential FERPA violation, contact FPCO at: 1-800-USA-LEARN (1-800-872-5327).

To access the final regulations please visit [www.federalregister.gov](http://www.federalregister.gov).
Ensuring the Effectiveness of Publicly Funded Education Programs

It is important that all students have access to a quality education. In order to achieve this goal, SEAs and LEAs must have the ability to disclose student data to evaluate the effectiveness of publicly-funded education programs – programs ranging from early childhood through adult education – to ensure that our limited public resources are invested wisely. The Department has amended the FERPA regulations to clarify the limited circumstances where SEAs and LEAs may disclose student information to assess the effectiveness of State and Federally-funded education programs – the audit and evaluation exception and the studies exception. (34 CFR §§ 99.31(a)(6) & 99.31(a)(3) and 99.35.)

We have highlighted examples in the list below of activities permitted under the new regulations. These examples are intended to be illustrative, not all-inclusive. We intend to issue a series of case studies to explain in more detail how SEAs and LEAs may comply with the new regulations. If you have other specific scenarios you think would be helpful for the Department to provide additional information on, please contact the Department’s Privacy Technical Assistance Center (PTAC) at PrivacyTA@ed.gov or Toll-Free Phone: 855-249-3072.

- An SEA is authorized to conduct studies for or on behalf of the LEAs in their State. An SEA could, for example, study comparative program outcomes across districts to assess what programs provide the best instruction, and then duplicate those instruction techniques in other districts. Consistent with the previous regulations, an SEA would need to enter into a written agreement with the research organization conducting the study.

- An SEA or LEA could evaluate the preparedness of its high school graduates for postsecondary education by designating the postsecondary institution as its authorized representative through a written agreement. The SEA/LEA could then obtain information such as remedial courses their graduates had to take in college, or how long their graduates persisted in college.

- State or Federally-funded early childhood education programs could obtain information on how well their students performed in kindergarten by designating an SEA or LEA as their authorized representative through a written agreement.

Protecting Student Privacy

It is important, however, that stewards of education data ensure that students’ personal information is properly safeguarded, is used only for legitimate purposes, and is used only when necessary. To help LEAs and SEAs understand their obligations to carry out these activities in a safe, FERPA-compliant way, the Department is publishing: “The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act: Guidance for Reasonable Methods and Written Agreements.” This document, also included as Appendix A to the final regulations, details the specific requirements for written agreements under both the audit and evaluation exception and the studies exception. It also provides best practices for other provisions that could be included in agreements, such as enforceable sanctions permitted under civil law. SEAs and LEAs are required to use “reasonable methods” to ensure to the greatest extent practicable that
authorized representatives are FERPA-compliant. The document describes best practices for reasonable methods.

Under the new regulations, the Department has stronger, more specific enforcement authority. SEAs and other entities (such as student loan guaranty agencies, student loan lenders or nonprofits) that receive Department funds and violate FERPA (regardless if they have students in attendance) are subject to Departmental enforcement. The type of enforcement action the Department may take will depend upon the circumstances behind the violation, and whether the violating entity receives Department funds. The preamble to the revised regulations provides additional details to clarify what types of enforcement actions are possible under various circumstances.

SEAs’ and LEAs’ responsibilities to appropriately protect student personal information extend beyond FERPA. In determining how the new regulations affect your school or district, it is also necessary to consult State and local laws and to consider the best practices for privacy, confidentiality, and data security.

Ensuring the Safety of Students

Changes to the Directory Information exception

As in the past, if an LEA or school has a policy of disclosing directory information, it must give public notice to parents and eligible students of the types of information designated as directory information, and give them the right to opt out. The Department encourages LEAs and schools to properly designate directory information, as these designations make it easier to engage in mundane activities such as publishing yearbooks or creating graduation programs.

The revised regulations permit LEAs and schools to adopt limited directory information policies that allow the disclosure of directory information to specific parties, for specific purposes, or both. It is up to individual LEAs and schools to decide whether to adopt limited directory information policies and how to implement them.

- The Department has also changed the directory information exception to make clear that parents and eligible students may not, by opting out of directory information, prevent an LEA or school from requiring a student to wear or present a student ID or badge. The Department is not requiring LEAs or schools to establish policies mandating that students wear badges; these are individual decisions that LEAs and schools should make taking into account local circumstances.

Providing Technical Assistance to SEAs and LEAs

We recognize that SEAs and LEAs will need guidance to comply with the new FERPA regulations. The Department’s Privacy Technical Assistance Center is available to SEAs and LEAs as the one-stop shop for technical assistance on the applicability of FERPA to State longitudinal data systems; how to use education data to assess program effectiveness, while protecting privacy and remaining FERPA-complaint; and various other best practices for data security and governance. PTAC coordinates all of its FERPA-related work with the Department’s Family Policy Compliance Office (FPCO). This allows those

---

1 FPCO is the office designated by the Secretary of Education to carry out the administration of FERPA. FPCO also provides guidance to the field on FERPA, as well as handles the enforcement of the law, including the investigation of complaints by parents and students. To ease the burden of States and districts for contacting the Department on FERPA or other data security and confidentiality issues, we created PTAC. Questions on FERPA submitted to PTAC are vetted through FPCO. FPCO can be contacted directly at 1-800-872-5327 or http://www.ed.gov/fpco.
seeking assistance from the Department on FERPA to get the benefit of the technical expertise of our FERPA-experts, with the ease of contacting the one-stop shop. If you would like technical assistance on this area of the law, or more information about the best practices for privacy, confidentiality, and data security, please contact PTAC at PrivacyTA@ed.gov or Toll-Free Phone: 855-249-3072.

We are planning a series of FERPA webinars for SEAs and LEAs. The first two webinars are:

- December 7, 2:00 EST  “FERPA 101: Basic FERPA for LEAs”
- January 11, 2:00 EST  “Data Sharing Under the New FERPA Regulations”

Please check the PTAC website for additional webinars in February and March dealing with FERPA considerations for post secondary institutions and FERPA in the context of special education.

The Department has made a number of guidance documents available on the PTAC website at http://nces.ed.gov/programs/ptac/, including:

- “The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act: Guidance for Reasonable Methods and Written Agreements”
- Updated model FERPA notifications
- “Data Governance Checklist”
- “Data Governance and Stewardship”
- “Data Security Checklist”
- “Data Security Top Threats to Data Protection”
- “Responding to IT Security Audits”
- “Data Security and Management Training: Best Practice Considerations”

Finally, the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) issued the following four technical briefs for comment to further the national conversation on the best practices for data security and privacy. Based on comments received, we intend to re-issue the first two in early 2012 with only minor modifications as formal ED non-regulatory guidance documents. The third document will be revised and reissued as formal ED non-regulatory guidance later in 2012 after the Department has secured more public input.

To submit comments on the briefs please email PrivacyTA@ed.gov.

- NCES Technical Brief 1: “Basic Concepts and Definitions for Privacy and Confidentiality in Student Education Records”
- NCES Technical Brief 2: “Data Stewardship: Managing Personally Identifiable Information in Student Education Records”
- NCES Technical Brief 3: “Statistical Methods for Protecting Personally Identifiable Information in Aggregate Reporting”

The public puts its trust in the stewards of education data to ensure students’ personal information is properly safeguarded and is used only for legitimate purposes and only when absolutely necessary. The Department deeply values this trust and strives to ensure it is doing all it can do to protect the privacy of our students as the uses of their data to improve education increase.

For more information about FERPA, please see the Family Policy Compliance Office Web site: www.ed.gov/fpco.

To access the final regulations please visit www.federalregister.gov.
Using Data to Guide State Education Policy and Practice

Executive Summary
States and local school districts are building and improving data systems that track students, staffing, and expenditures. Significant amounts of data are now available to parents, educators, researchers, and policymakers; however, the full promise of gathering and analyzing data to guide education policy and practice has yet to be realized. Although the technical aspects of the systems are largely in place, data analytics continue to be used sparingly, mainly because they have limited utility for educators and policymakers. Even when data are analyzed to inform policy and practice, it is difficult for educators and policymakers to act on the results. The data largely sit in distinct silos, requiring individuals to jump through multiple hoops to access the information they need.

It is up to governors to ensure that continued investments in data systems are directed in ways that promote the greater use of the data. Governors, chief state school officers, board members, legislators, and educators can realize the promise of data to guide policy and practice if states:

- Collect more actionable data designed to meet identified stakeholder questions, such as information on students’ mastery of standards, the impacts of academic interventions, and a clearer link between school and district expenditures and student performance;
- Link multiple data systems through the adoption and use of common, open data standards; and
- Provide new tools for aggregating and analyzing data that ease educators’ ability to offer individualized instruction and support and policymakers’ ability to monitor performance.

The Perils of Education Data to Date
From test scores to teacher evaluations, data are everywhere in education. In fewer than 10 years, states and districts have taken bold steps to build and improve systems that collect data on students, staffing, and expenditures. States have gone from having little data about students or their performance to having an abundance of data on demographics, attendance, standardized assessments, and graduation. The amount of data available to educators, policymakers, and the public has increased exponentially. Those systems were built to meet two goals: enable administrators and policymakers to make performance management decisions and guide educators in the personalization of instruction and support for students.

Unfortunately, to date, the promise of using data to improve educational outcomes has not been fully met. Critical data remain elusive and obstacles impede policymakers’ and educators’ ability to act on the data. Although in the past 10 years there has been a sea change in the availability of data—and in stakeholders’ attitudes regarding the use of data—the challenges have led many observers to characterize states as “data rich but information poor.”
Critical Data for Policymakers and Educators Are Not Available

The federal government alone has spent nearly $500 million over the past five years to help states create sophisticated education data systems that can track the flow of individuals from early childhood through higher education and even into the workforce. When those systems were created, they were largely intended to serve as compliance mechanisms to track funding for programs and hold schools and districts accountable for performance. Although large amounts of data were collected, often the specific data elements collected were in response to a reporting requirement rather than to help guide instruction or decisionmaking. For the most part, the systems facilitated the flow of data in one direction: up—from school to district to state to federal agency.

States were particularly good at building such compliance-driven systems. In fact, in six years, the nation went from having no state meet the Data Quality Campaign’s 10 Essential Elements of Longitudinal Data System to 36 states meeting that standard. At the end of 2011, all states had the data to answer policy questions about important issues such as enrollment, assessments, and graduation rates. Although the technical aspects of the systems are largely in place, data continue to be used sparingly, because critical elements are not collected. For instance, only 11 states annually match and share K–12 and workforce data, limiting policymakers’ ability to monitor the entire education pipeline.

Because critical data elements are not yet collected and links between data systems are not in place, governors are still unable to answer these and other important policy and program questions:

- Which middle schools are most effective, as measured by student transcripts, at preparing students to succeed in rigorous high school courses?
- Which teachers are more productive with which types of students?
- Which professional development programs have the greatest impact on the effectiveness of teachers, as measured by student performance?
- What are the earnings of various types of college graduates once they are in the workforce?

The data systems that states have built thus far serve some useful but limited functions. They capture operational data, which allow school and state leadership to track how many low-income students have dropped out. The data can also support organizational decisions by, for instance, identifying which students would benefit from extra support. Yet significant gaps remain in the data collected. In fact, the McKinsey Global Initiative finds that the education sector ranks in the bottom 20 percent in its ability to harness the power of large data sets. States and districts do not collect data that capture how students behave and interact with academic resources. For instance, currently available data might tell a teacher who needs extra help, but the information does not provide insight on what is wrong academically or why the student may be struggling. Without access to that information, educators are limited in their ability to make decisions about individualized instruction and support.

At the same time, state policymakers have little to no comparable information about school or district resource use. For example, most states do not have a clear idea of which school districts are most productive when it comes to spending education dollars. Only a few states, including Florida and Texas, currently have the capability to calculate return on investment (ROI) in education. Without those metrics, policymakers and the public cannot determine whether education dollars are well spent within their states or benchmark their fiscal efficiency and effectiveness across other states. A recent analysis by the Center for American Progress found that school districts with below-average productivity spent over $950 more per student than did above-average school districts. The total estimated cost of that inefficiency to the nation’s school systems is $175 billion per year.
Available Data Are Difficult to Access and Use

Even when data are available, they are difficult for policymakers and educators to access and use. Notwithstanding the great technical advances states have made with their data systems, the Data Quality Campaign has found that no state has taken all of the necessary actions to ensure that education data are actually used.\(^5\)

In most states, there is no single education data system that collects information on students, educators, and expenditures across the education pipeline; rather, multiple systems exist that cover the areas of early childhood, K–12, and postsecondary education. Often, those distinct data systems are stand-alone, proprietary applications from a particular vendor, which can make it difficult for the systems to interact. As a result, volumes of information are often isolated from each other in silos.

Data sitting in silos leads to inefficient or incomplete reporting and inhibits their use as individuals struggle to obtain the information they need. In such cases, a student’s information can appear in many places, but the data fields may not be identical, or practitioners may have incomplete or inaccurate information. For instance, the insights gleaned from tutors in after-school programs cannot be shared with regular classroom teachers. The most extreme manifestation of the problem is between early childhood and K–12 systems, where kindergarten teachers cannot see what students

Using Data to Monitor Progress

Governors can use data as the basis for regular conversations with system heads to make policy decisions and improve their state’s performance on a variety of education metrics. For example, in Maryland, Governor Martin O’Malley uses his Delivery Unit, a component of the StateStat process, to systemically improve performance. Ten state agencies regularly send in data that are analyzed and turned into briefing memos for the governor and his executive team. In education, this process has become known as StudentStat. Governor O’Malley has set a broad, strategic goal of improving student achievement and school, college, and career readiness by 25 percent in 2015. The K-12 state superintendent, Secretary of Higher Education, representatives of the public two- and four-year colleges, independent universities, and other key stakeholders, meet quarterly to review the 7 strategies and 31 data metrics associated with the strategic goal. Among the many targets the Delivery Unit tracks progress on are:\(^\star\)

- The number of students who enter kindergarten meeting the state’s Model for School Readiness Standards. Over the course of the unit’s discussing this effort, the percentage of students who meet the standards has risen from 67 in 2006-07 to 81 percent in 2010-11. As a consequence, the Delivery Unit has set a new target of 92 percent fully ready by 2014-15.

- The number of STEM degrees awarded at Maryland 2- and 4-year public and independent universities.

- The number of career and technical education (CTE) graduates earning industry certifications and/or licenses related to their program of study.

\(^\star\)The full Maryland Education Delivery Unit plan can be accessed at [http://www.statestat.maryland.gov/GDU/2EducationDeliveryPlan.pdf](http://www.statestat.maryland.gov/GDU/2EducationDeliveryPlan.pdf).
have been doing in other programs to get ready for school. It is as if they are running a relay race, but there is no “data baton” to hand off to teachers in the next educational phase.

States, districts, and schools lack a broader platform that would allow different data-analysis tools and software applications to be interoperable. In many cases, a teacher cannot go to a single portal for all the information needed on a student and must instead string together data from at least three different sources by logging on to a state system, an in-school grade book, and then a district-run site that contains links between data and learning tools.

How States Can Achieve the Promise of Education Data

If data systems and the analysis they permit live up to their promise, they could become a fundamental component of a well-functioning education system. Investments in sophisticated longitudinal data systems can have long-term positive benefits. It is up to governors to ensure that the investments are directed in ways that promote the greater use of data. Governors, chief state school officers, board members, legislators, and educators can realize the promise of data and analysis to guide policy and practice if states:

- Collect more actionable data;
- Link multiple data systems and design them to be interoperable; and
- Create new tools for aggregating and analyzing data.

Collect Actionable Data

Data systems can be built to answer many of the questions that parents, teachers, and policymakers ask. However, most education data systems were built to facilitate compliance rather than answer pertinent instruction and policy questions. To ensure that the data available are useful, states should bring together educators and policymakers to clearly define their data needs. Defining the “killer questions” that educators and policymakers seek to answer will help the individuals managing the data systems target technology upgrades and make changes to data-collection guidelines. To remain current and efficient, states should also annually evaluate the type and amount of data that educators and policymakers can access.

Educators desire more information on the usefulness of particular instructional practices, programs, and supports. For instance, only 12 and 18 states, respectively, collect attendance and discipline data daily. Without that information, it is difficult for an administrator to monitor whether a dropout-prevention program is successful for particular students. The information is critical for forming the foundation of an early warning data system and for monitoring interventions. Similarly, information on students’ content mastery would help educators offer support to struggling students before they fall off track to graduation. As student learning shifts to using more digital tools and platforms, a flood of keystroke data from games, simulations, virtual environments, end-of-unit quizzes, and adaptive assessments could be fed into a data system. The ability to learn about students in this way, and then use analytics to customize their learning, could be one of the most important education developments of the decade.

Policymakers require more financial information on schools and districts for performance management decisions. Governors can gain more actionable financial information by requesting ROI data, which can lead to new conversations across the state about effective resource allocation. Those conversations can include determining the optimal size of school districts as well as ways to share services, find purchasing efficiencies, and improve business operations in areas such as food service and transportation. When Delaware engaged in such conversations, the analysis showed that the state could save about 13 percent through shared services. The Council of Great City Schools has developed a list of indicators for districts to use across
functions such as human resources and technology. The council found that a typical urban district in the bottom quartile on those functions could save from $20 million to $50 million per year by moving closer to the median performance of their peers.\textsuperscript{10}

The standardization and collection of financial data are critical for performance management. States can create a common financial reporting system for all schools, districts, and the education agency to use; **Rhode Island** recently did this through its Uniform Chart of Accounts.\textsuperscript{11} Having a common method for categorizing expenditures will enable the state to more easily and accurately benchmark school and district expenditures and calculate productivity. The process of creating a standard financial reporting system will take time. Meantime, states can quickly begin to calculate ROI by requiring districts to disclose average per-pupil expenditures at the school level. Currently, the differences in expenditures from school to school (usually based on differences in actual teacher salaries) can vary by as much as $1 million per building. By showing the differences in spending in schools across districts rather than burying those differences in district-wide averages, states will be able to highlight spending inefficiencies in new ways.

**Link and Make Data Systems Interoperable**

Data from many different systems are necessary to make informed instruction and policy decisions. To take advantage of the data they collect, states need to design their systems to be interoperable (that is, able to integrate data from one system with data from a different system) across agencies and institutions. Creating interoperable data systems is important because it would allow education stakeholders to compare data; facilitate collaboration among state agencies, institutions of higher education, and school districts; and, ultimately, provide better answers to a broader set of policy and practice questions. For instance, in a state that has interoperable K–12 and postsecondary data systems, educators and policymakers can receive information on the numbers of students enrolling in remedial education in the state’s higher education system from a particular high school. That information may lead a teacher to redesign a writing curriculum or a policymaker to tighten graduation requirements.

States can facilitate data sharing by adopting common, open standards for data and assessment systems. The Common Education Data Standards (CEDS) support exchange of a specified set of the most commonly used education data elements that track students’ transition between educational sectors and levels.\textsuperscript{12} States will likely find value in sharing data with other states when the standards become more commonplace. For example, in areas with high levels of cross-state mobility, such as Kansas City, neighboring states may be interested in answering questions such as how former high school students from **Kansas** are performing in postsecondary education and/or the workforce in **Missouri**.\textsuperscript{13} Partnerships among states can help policymakers monitor the performance of their education and workforce systems and make policy changes to counteract any issues the data highlight.

Implementing interoperability standards will generate at least three benefits for states. First, doing so will provide incentives for vendors to develop applications that generate new insights from data across systems that currently do not speak to each other. For example, an application could combine attendance data with academic and social services data to provide schools and districts with a much more sophisticated understanding of who is dropping out of school and why. Second, states will not be locked in to a single application or a single vendor, a practice that can inhibit innovation and prevent states from enjoying the benefits of price competition among vendors. If tests are stored in a common format, it becomes easier for states to put their testing contract out to new bidders. Third, the common, open data standards will help reduce costs, especially on data integration, and will help ensure consistency across testing platforms.
Provide Easy-to-Use Tools for Data Aggregation and Analysis

If data are to help inform day-to-day instruction and improve outcomes, states must provide a single portal in which test data can be integrated with teachers’ classroom data (such as instructional approaches and grades), along with micro-level data from embedded formative assessments and digital instructional tools. States can integrate all of this disparate information by building learning management systems (LMS)—platforms that aggregate data from multiple sources for easy access and use.

An LMS offers several advantages. First, it operates as the foundation for linking the Common Core State Standards and the new assessments. In an LMS, teachers will be able to see a visual depiction of learning paths across all content areas as well as which lessons, digital learning tools, and test questions link to which standards. With the administration of online tests, the LMS will generate immediate scores for teachers and students to see. Second, the LMS will function as a warehouse for instructional resources and the delivery of job-embedded professional development. Teachers will be able to access videos of other highly effective teachers and model lesson plans created by master teachers. Third, principals will be able to use the LMS to add information for a teacher’s evaluation. States and districts will develop interactive reports demonstrating teacher effectiveness by grade, subject area taught, years of service, classroom and summative student test data, and graduate degree attainment. Finally, the LMS will contain tools that streamline the school and district improvement planning process and reduce all data reporting burdens.

To date, large urban school districts have led most of the efforts to construct the first generation of LMSs. New York City’s Achievement Reporting and Innovation System (ARIS) allows teachers in inquiry teams to analyze student performance against the state standards and tailor their instruction accordingly. Texas is an example of a state that is working to facilitate intrastate interoperability by developing a more flexible information system platform. The platform will offer smaller districts a shared, state-sponsored student information system and make it easy for districts with existing systems to provide seamless data reporting. For example, districts will only enter attendance data once, reducing their reporting burdens. That information is then available to teachers and administrators in real-time dashboard formats, where it helps to flag students with potential problems. If successful, the new system will not only reduce costs and streamline existing state accountability processes but also equip educators with relevant information they can use to help their students.

Beyond building new platforms, states can create tools that allow educators and policymakers to more easily interpret data and make decisions. Colorado has developed a web-based portal (www.schoolview.org) that enables teachers to track individual students’ test scores over time and gauge their progress. Arkansas has developed a set of data portals for use by multiple stakeholders, from parents to policymakers. Each stakeholder is granted a different level of access depending on his or her role. The state has also developed Hive (http://hive.arkansas.gov), an online community that enables educators to construct and discuss visualizations using state data.

Conclusion

State governments face a productivity challenge in education. They must improve performance so that more students are ready for college and careers than ever before, but do so in an era of flat revenues. Schools, districts, and states are under pressure to operate more efficiently and more effectively. To meet this challenge, states need to harness the power of data to inform decisions from the classroom to the statehouse.

Contact: Ryan Reyna
Program Director, Education Division
rreyna@nga.org
(Endnotes)


5 Data Quality Campaign, “States Could Empower Stakeholders to Make Education Decisions with Data . . . but They Haven’t Yet.”

6 Common standards for interoperability, such as the HTML protocol for the Internet, enable anyone with a web browser to view the content on any website. The current problem for education data systems is akin to every state having a different browser that allows access to some but not all websites. And, if a state wanted to switch to a new and improved browser, it would have to abandon the current one and all of the websites it could previously view with the old browser.


13 This is one of two questions that Hawaii, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington are trying to resolve in the Western Interstate Commission on Higher Education’s data-sharing partnership. For more information on this project, see http://www.wiche.edu/longitudinalDataExchange.

14 Bill Tucker, “Putting Data into Practice: Lessons from New York City,” Education Sector, October 2010.
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The U.S. government has made a commitment to lead the world in postsecondary degree attainment.

This is a necessary and laudable goal that is critical to economic competitiveness, equal opportunity, and a healthy democracy.¹

Success in the 21st-century knowledge economy will require greater levels of formal education. Employer surveys indicate increased emphasis on hiring individuals with postsecondary degrees and higher levels of skills and knowledge. College graduates entering the workforce will increasingly be asked to apply a broader range of skills, think critically, solve problems, utilize existing knowledge, and learn on the job.²

By at least one estimate, the United States by 2018 will have several million fewer degree recipients than the economy needs. Closing this gap requires that more college students gain the knowledge and skills to become productive workers. It also requires that colleges and universities enroll and graduate students from previously under-represented populations, including minority group, first-generation, and non-traditional-age students.³ Higher education’s commitment to access must include a commitment to helping students succeed in achieving degrees.

The value of a college education is not primarily economic. The experience, skills, and knowledge students develop through higher education contribute to their personal development and promote their engagement in a democratic society. Breadth of knowledge, appreciation of diverse backgrounds and points of view, and analytical and problem-solving abilities all contribute to a student’s capacity for individual growth and responsible citizenship. Personal and family health and rates of civic and political participation are strongly correlated with levels of education.⁴
The achievement of these educational, economic, and political goals requires sustained attention to the quality of student learning. Awarding more degrees will only be meaningful if those degrees reflect a high level of student accomplishment. Persistence and learning are linked. Paying close attention to student engagement in learning and learning outcomes will likely help students remain enrolled and graduate.\footnote{5}

The primary responsibility for assessing and improving student learning falls on (two- and four-year) colleges and universities. Those granting educational credentials must ensure that students have developed the requisite knowledge, skills, values, and attitudes that prepare them for work, life, and responsible citizenship. U.S. higher education must focus on both quantity and quality — increasing graduation rates and the learning represented in the degree.
ARE OUR STUDENTS LEARNING?

This fundamental question should drive the work of colleges and universities that are preparing students for success — in careers, as citizens — in our increasingly complex world.

The Committing to Quality guidelines are a tool to help higher education institutions answer this question and take responsibility for assessing and improving student learning.

Committing to quality means setting clear goals for student achievement, regularly measuring performance against those goals, reporting evidence of success, and continuously working to improve results. We urge all those in college and university communities — presidents and chancellors, faculty members, academic and student affairs administrators — to share and discuss these principles and, ultimately, to put them into practice.
Guidelines for Assessment and Accountability in Higher Education

1

Set Ambitious Goals

There is general agreement about the desired outcomes of undergraduate education. This broad consensus includes the development of appropriate levels of knowledge and skills; the ability to integrate and apply knowledge to a variety of problems; and the acquisition of intellectual and social habits and dispositions in preparation for productive, responsible citizenship. Learning goals may vary according to an institution’s mission, resources, student population, and community setting, but they typically include acquiring both broad learning and specialized knowledge; developing intellectual and practical skills; developing a sense of personal and social responsibility; and integrating and applying learning.

Each college and university is encouraged to articulate its specific goals for student learning and prominently announce these goals to various stakeholders and the public. Similarly, the major academic divisions and cocurricular departments within an institution are encouraged to state their goals and their connection to the broader institutional aims and the constituencies they seek to serve. Faculty members, staff, and administrators should understand the relationship of their work to these learning goals. Students should also understand and be able to articulate the relationship of their coursework and cocurricular experiences to the learning goals.
IS YOUR INSTITUTION SETTING AMBITIOUS GOALS?

Colleges and universities and their major programs can use the following guidelines to determine the degree to which they are setting ambitious goals:

◆ The institution’s statements of learning outcomes clearly articulate what students should be able to do, achieve, demonstrate, or know upon the completion of each undergraduate degree.

◆ The outcomes reflect appropriate higher education goals and are stated in a way that allows levels of achievement to be assessed against an externally informed or benchmarked level of achievement or assessed and compared with those of similar institutions.

◆ Institutional practices, such as program review, are in place to ensure that curricular and cocurricular goals are aligned with intended learning outcomes.

◆ The institution and its major academic and cocurricular programs can identify places in the curriculum or cocurriculum where students encounter or are expected or required to achieve the stated outcomes.

◆ Learning outcome statements are presented in prominent locations and in ways that are easily understood by interested audiences.

Gather Evidence of Student Learning

SYSTEMATIC PROCESSES FOR GATHERING EVIDENCE allow colleges and universities to discover how well students are progressing toward the institution’s overall and programmatic learning outcomes. Evidence-gathering efforts that are ongoing, sustainable, and integrated into the work of faculty and staff can suggest where the institution is succeeding and where improvement is needed.

Gathering evidence concerning the degree to which students are actively engaged in academically challenging work can also suggest ways in which student learning can be enhanced. There are significant differences within colleges and universities in the degree of academic engagement among students. Similarly, disaggregation and comparison of results by gender, race/ethnicity, and other variables
permit an institution to monitor educational equity. Evidence of how well students are achieving learning outcomes (i.e., “What is ‘good enough?’”) against externally informed or benchmarked assessments or against similar colleges and universities, where appropriate and possible, provides useful comparisons. At the same time, it is critical to keep in mind that the objective of comparison is not ranking but improvement.

**IS YOUR INSTITUTION GATHERING EVIDENCE OF STUDENT LEARNING?**

Colleges and universities and their major programs can use the following guidelines to determine how effectively they are gathering evidence of student learning:

- Policies and procedures are in place that describe when, how, and how frequently learning outcomes will be assessed.
- Assessment processes are ongoing, sustainable, and integrated into the work of faculty, administrators, and staff.
- Evidence includes results that can be assessed against an externally informed or benchmarked level of achievement or compared with those of other institutions and programs.
- Evidence also includes assessments of levels of engagement in academically challenging work and active learning practices.
- Results can be used to examine differences in performance among significant subgroups of students, such as minority group, first-generation, and non-traditional-age students.

**Use Evidence to Improve Student Learning**

**THE PURPOSE OF GATHERING EVIDENCE OF STUDENT LEARNING** is to use it to ensure quality in student learning and to improve it. Using evidence effectively requires a plan that makes the analysis and use of evidence a prominent and consequential factor in the institution’s strategic planning and program review processes. Discussions about evidence can lead to recommendations for institutional improvement and taking action when appropriate and feasible. The cycle of making evidence-based changes in programs and practices promotes continuous review, evaluation, and reporting of institutional action and improvement.
Committing to Quality: Guidelines for Assessment and Accountability in Higher Education

To both internal and external constituents strengthens the institution’s commitment to improving programs and services that contribute to a high level of student accomplishment. Assessments of student learning can be shared with internal constituents (e.g., faculty members, staff, administrators, students) in a variety of ways, including through regularly scheduled and well-publicized meetings, which can lead to changes in program and pedagogy. The institution’s governing board should receive regular reports about the assessment of student learning and efforts to use evidence to improve programs. In addition, the institution can ensure transparency and accountability to the public by developing on its website a highly visible and easily accessible location that highlights evidence of student learning, its use, and other institutional indicators (e.g., retention rates, time to degree).

In recent years, significant steps have been taken toward greater transparency in reporting results for students. Associations representing both public and private institutions have developed reporting templates that provide important information about

IS YOUR INSTITUTION USING EVIDENCE TO IMPROVE STUDENT LEARNING?

Colleges and universities and their major programs can use the following guidelines to determine how effectively they are using evidence to improve student learning:

- Well-articulated policies and procedures are in place for using evidence to improve student learning at appropriate levels of the institution.
- Evidence is used to make recommendations for improvement of academic and cocurricular programs.
- There is an established process for discussing and analyzing these recommendations and moving from recommendation to action. Where feasible and appropriate, key recommendations for improvement are implemented.
- The impact of evidence-based changes in programs and practices is continuously reviewed and evaluated.

Report Evidence and Results

REPORTING EVIDENCE AND RESULTS OF STUDENT LEARNING to both internal and external constituents strengthens the institution’s commitment to improving programs and services that contribute to a high level of student accomplishment. Assessments of student learning can be shared with internal constituents (e.g., faculty members, staff, administrators, students) in a variety of ways, including through regularly scheduled and well-publicized meetings, which can lead to changes in program and pedagogy. The institution’s governing board should receive regular reports about the assessment of student learning and efforts to use evidence to improve programs. In addition, the institution can ensure transparency and accountability to the public by developing on its website a highly visible and easily accessible location that highlights evidence of student learning, its use, and other institutional indicators (e.g., retention rates, time to degree).

In recent years, significant steps have been taken toward greater transparency in reporting results for students. Associations representing both public and private institutions have developed reporting templates that provide important information about
institutional demographics, persistence, and completion, as well as information about student experience and learning outcomes. Such templates aid understanding by using uniform definitions and reporting conventions. Colleges and universities should evaluate such templates and use them to support internal discussion and communication to the public.

**IS YOUR INSTITUTION REPORTING EVIDENCE AND RESULTS?**

Colleges and universities and their major programs can use the following guidelines to determine how effectively they are reporting evidence and results:

- **Regular procedures are in place for sharing evidence of student learning with internal and external constituencies.**
- **Internal reporting includes regularly scheduled meetings, publications, and other mechanisms that are accessible to all relevant constituencies (e.g., faculty, staff, administrators, students, the governing body).**
- **Reporting to external constituencies via the institutional website includes evidence of learning as well as additional descriptive information and indicators of institutional performance (e.g., retention rates, time to degree).**
- **Reporting on student learning outcomes is both accessible to and appropriate for the relevant audience.**
- **The results of evidence-based changes in programs and practices are reported to appropriate internal and external constituencies.**
WE IN HIGHER EDUCATION CONTINUE TO LEARN ABOUT EFFECTIVE EDUCATIONAL PRACTICES. There are many examples of institutions that have made positive changes in programs and pedagogy. Now, we must demonstrate to ourselves and the larger public that we are systematically gathering and reporting on evidence of student learning and using it to improve educational outcomes. Evidence-based understanding and improvement of practices will indicate how effectively colleges and universities are achieving ambitious goals for students.

For many generations, U.S. colleges and universities have been respected at home and admired and imitated abroad for their combination of wide diversity, broad access, and high quality. Our institutions of higher education have provided students with opportunities to grow intellectually and socially, and in doing so they have helped our society advance and prosper. The substantial direct and indirect state, federal, and philanthropic financial support for higher education indicates how crucial this system is to our economic, cultural, and political future.

Higher education has been entrusted with an important social responsibility. This responsibility calls for a commitment to see that all students reach high standards and fulfill their potential. Doing so requires us to gather and report on evidence of student learning and use it to improve student learning outcomes. If colleges and universities focus on evidence-based improvement of student learning outcomes, they will be true to their societal responsibilities and serve the common good. Our students and our nation deserve nothing less.


6 There are several national efforts to define educational outcomes, including the Liberal Education and America’s Promise (LEAP) initiative of the Association of American Colleges and Universities and the standards in *CAS professional standards for higher education* published by the Council for the Advancement of Standards. Similarly, a number of books and articles have discussed desirable student learning outcomes, such as Keeling, R. P. (Ed.) (2004). *Learning reconsidered: A campus wide focus on the student experience*. Washington, DC: National Association of Student Personnel Administrators and American College Personnel Association; and Bok, D. (2006). *Our underachieving colleges* (pp. 58–81). Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press. The Lumina Foundation has recently published *The degree qualifications profile* articulating what students “should be expected to know and be able to do once they earn their degrees.”
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Americans have always cherished our privacy. From the birth of our republic, we assured ourselves protection against unlawful intrusion into our homes and our personal papers. At the same time, we set up a postal system to enable citizens all over the new nation to engage in commerce and political discourse. Soon after, Congress made it a crime to invade the privacy of the mails. And later we extended privacy protections to new modes of communications such as the telephone, the computer, and eventually email.

Justice Brandeis taught us that privacy is the “right to be let alone,” but we also know that privacy is about much more than just solitude or secrecy. Citizens who feel protected from misuse of their personal information feel free to engage in commerce, to participate in the political process, or to seek needed health care. This is why we have laws that protect financial privacy and health privacy, and that protect consumers against unfair and deceptive uses of their information. This is why the Supreme Court has protected anonymous political speech, the same right exercised by the pamphleteers of the early Republic and today’s bloggers.

Never has privacy been more important than today, in the age of the Internet, the World Wide Web and smart phones. In just the last decade, the Internet has enabled a renewal of direct political engagement by citizens around the globe and an explosion of commerce and innovation creating jobs of the future. Much of this innovation is enabled by novel uses of personal information. So, it is incumbent on us to do what we have done throughout history: apply our timeless privacy values to the new technologies and circumstances of our times.

I am pleased to present this new Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights as a blueprint for privacy in the information age. These rights give consumers clear guidance on what they should expect from those who handle their personal information, and set expectations for companies that use personal data. I call on these companies to begin immediately working with privacy advocates, consumer protection enforcement agencies, and others to implement these principles in enforceable codes of conduct. My Administration will work to advance these principles and work with Congress to put them into law. With this Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights, we offer to the world a dynamic model of how to offer strong privacy protection and enable ongoing innovation in new information technologies.

One thing should be clear, even though we live in a world in which we share personal information more freely than in the past, we must reject the conclusion that privacy is an outmoded value. It has been at the heart of our democracy from its inception, and we need it now more than ever.
Foreword

Trust is essential to maintaining the social and economic benefits that networked technologies bring to the United States and the rest of the world. With the confidence that companies will handle information about them fairly and responsibly, consumers have turned to the Internet to express their creativity, join political movements, form and maintain friendships, and engage in commerce. The Internet’s global connectivity means that a single innovator’s idea can grow rapidly into a product or service that becomes a daily necessity for hundreds of millions of consumers. American companies lead the way in providing these technologies, and the United States benefits through job creation and economic growth as a result. Our continuing leadership in this area depends on American companies’ ability to earn and maintain the trust of consumers in a global marketplace.

Privacy protections are critical to maintaining consumer trust in networked technologies. When consumers provide information about themselves—whether it is in the context of an online social network that is open to public view or a transaction involving sensitive personal data—they reasonably expect companies to use this information in ways that are consistent with the surrounding context. Many companies live up to these expectations, but some do not. Neither consumers nor companies have a clear set of ground rules to apply in the commercial arena. As a result, it is difficult today for consumers to assess whether a company’s privacy practices warrant their trust.

The consumer data privacy framework in the United States is, in fact, strong. This framework rests on fundamental privacy values, flexible and adaptable common law protections and consumer protection statutes, Federal Trade Commission (FTC) enforcement, and policy development that involves a broad array of stakeholders. This framework has encouraged not only social and economic innovations based on the Internet but also vibrant discussions of how to protect privacy in a networked society involving civil society, industry, academia, and the government. The current framework, however, lacks two elements: a clear statement of basic privacy principles that apply to the commercial world, and a sustained commitment of all stakeholders to address consumer data privacy issues as they arise from advances in technologies and business models.

To address these issues, the Administration offers Consumer Data Privacy in a Networked World. At the center of this framework is a Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights, which embraces privacy principles recognized throughout the world and adapts them to the dynamic environment of the commercial Internet. The Administration has called for Congress to pass legislation that applies the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights to commercial sectors that are not subject to existing Federal data privacy laws. The Federal Government will play a role in convening discussions among stakeholders—companies, privacy and consumer advocates, international partners, State Attorneys General, Federal criminal and civil law enforcement representatives, and academics—who will then develop codes of conduct that implement the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights. Such practices, when publicly and affirmatively adopted by companies subject to Federal Trade Commission jurisdiction, will be legally enforceable by the FTC. The United States will engage with our international partners to create greater interoperability among our
Of course, this framework is just a beginning. Starting now, the Administration will work with and encourage stakeholders, including the private sector, to implement the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights. The Administration will also work with Congress to write these flexible, general principles into law. The Administration is ready to do its part as a convener to achieve privacy protections that preserve consumer trust and promote innovation.
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Executive Summary

Strong consumer data privacy protections are essential to maintaining consumers’ trust in the technologies and companies that drive the digital economy. The existing framework in the United States effectively addresses some privacy issues in our increasingly networked society, but additional protections are necessary to preserve consumer trust. The framework set forth in this document will provide these protections while promoting innovation.

The Administration’s framework consists of four key elements: A Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights, a multistakeholder process to specify how the principles in the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights apply in particular business contexts, effective enforcement, and a commitment to increase interoperability with the privacy frameworks of our international partners.

- **A Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights**

  This document sets forth a Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights that, in the Administration’s view, provides a baseline of clear protections for consumers and greater certainty for companies. The Administration will encourage stakeholders to implement the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights through codes of conduct and will work with Congress to enact these rights through legislation. The Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights applies comprehensive, globally recognized Fair Information Practice Principles (FIPPs) to the interactive and highly interconnected environment in which we live and work today. Specifically, it provides for:

  - **Individual Control**: Consumers have a right to exercise control over what personal data companies collect from them and how they use it.
  
  - **Transparency**: Consumers have a right to easily understandable and accessible information about privacy and security practices.
  
  - **Respect for Context**: Consumers have a right to expect that companies will collect, use, and disclose personal data in ways that are consistent with the context in which consumers provide the data.
  
  - **Security**: Consumers have a right to secure and responsible handling of personal data.
  
  - **Access and Accuracy**: Consumers have a right to access and correct personal data in usable formats, in a manner that is appropriate to the sensitivity of the data and the risk of adverse consequences to consumers if the data is inaccurate.
  
  - **Focused Collection**: Consumers have a right to reasonable limits on the personal data that companies collect and retain.
  
  - **Accountability**: Consumers have a right to have personal data handled by companies with appropriate measures in place to assure they adhere to the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights.
The Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights provides general principles that afford companies discretion in how they implement them. This flexibility will help promote innovation. Flexibility will also encourage effective privacy protections by allowing companies, informed by input from consumers and other stakeholders, to address the privacy issues that are likely to be most important to their customers and users, rather than requiring companies to adhere to a single, rigid set of requirements.

Enacting the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights through Federal legislation would increase legal certainty for companies, strengthen consumer trust, and bolster the United States’ ability to lead consumer data privacy engagements with our international partners. Even if Congress does not pass legislation, the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights will serve as a template for privacy protections that increase consumer trust on the Internet and promote innovation.

- **Fostering Multistakeholder Processes to Develop Enforceable Codes of Conduct**

  The Administration’s framework outlines a multistakeholder process to produce enforceable codes of conduct that implement the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights. The Administration will convene open, transparent forums in which stakeholders who share an interest in specific markets or business contexts will work toward consensus on appropriate, legally enforceable codes of conduct. Private sector participation will be voluntary and companies ultimately will choose whether to adopt a given code of conduct. The participation of a broad group of stakeholders, including consumer groups and privacy advocates, will help to ensure that codes of conduct lead to privacy solutions that consumers can easily use and understand. A single code of conduct for a given market or business context will provide consumers with more consistent privacy protections than is common today, when privacy practices and the information that consumers receive about them varies significantly from company to company.

- **Strengthening FTC Enforcement**

  FTC enforcement is critical to ensuring that companies are accountable for adhering to their privacy commitments. Enforcement is also critical to ensuring that responsible companies are not disadvantaged by competitors who would play by different rules. As part of consumer data privacy legislation, the Administration encourages Congress to provide the FTC (and State Attorneys General) with specific authority to enforce the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights.

- **Improving Global Interoperability**

  The Administration’s framework embraces the goal of increased international interoperability as a means to provide consistent, low-barrier rules for personal data in the user-driven and decentralized Internet environment. The two principles that underlie our approach to interoperability are mutual recognition and enforcement cooperation. Mutual recognition depends on effective enforcement and well-defined accountability mechanisms. Multistakeholder processes can provide scalable, flexible means of developing codes of conduct that simplify companies’ compliance obligations. Enforcement cooperation helps to ensure that countries are able to protect their citizens’ rights when personal data crosses national boundaries. These approaches
will guide United States efforts to clarify data protections globally while ensuring the flexibility that is critical to innovation in the commercial world.

The Administration will implement this framework without delay. In the coming months, the Department of Commerce will work with other Federal agencies to convene stakeholders, including our international partners, to develop enforceable codes of conduct that build on the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights.
I. Introduction: Building on the Strength of the U.S. Consumer Data Privacy Framework

The Internet is integral to economic and social life in the United States and throughout the world. Networked technologies offer individuals nearly limitless ways to express themselves, form social connections, transact business, and organize politically. Networked technologies also spur innovation, enable new business models, and facilitate consumers’ and companies’ access to information, products, and services markets across the world.

An abundance of data, inexpensive processing power, and increasingly sophisticated analytical techniques drive innovation in our increasingly networked society. Political organizations and candidates for public office build powerful campaigns on data that individuals share about themselves and their political preferences. Data from social networks allows journalists and individuals to report and follow newsworthy events around the world as they unfold. Data plays a key role in the ability of government to stop identity thieves and protect public safety. Researchers use sets of medical data to identify public health issues and probe the causes of human diseases. Network operators use data from communications networks to identify events ranging from a severed fiber optic cable to power outages and the acts of malicious intruders. In addition, personal data fuels an advertising marketplace that brings many online services and sources of content to consumers for free.

Strengthening consumer data privacy protections in the United States is an important Administration priority. Americans value privacy and expect protection from intrusions by both private and governmental actors. Strong privacy protections also are critical to sustaining the trust that nurtures Internet commerce and fuels innovation. Trust means the companies and technical systems on which we depend meet our expectations for privacy, security, and reliability. In addition, United States leadership in consumer data privacy can help establish more flexible, innovation-enhancing privacy models among our international partners.

---

1. This framework is concerned solely with how private-sector entities handle personal data in commercial settings. A separate set of constitutional and statutory protections apply to the government’s access to data that is in the possession of private parties. In addition, the Privacy Act of 1974, Pub. L. No. 93-579 (5 U.S.C. § 552a), and implementing guidance from the Office of Management and Budget, available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/privacy_general, govern the Federal government’s handling of personally identifiable information. Both of these areas are beyond the scope of this document.

2. Throughout this document, “company” means any organization, corporation, trust, partnership, sole proprietorship, unincorporated association, or venture established to make a profit, or nonprofit entity, that collects, uses, discloses, stores, or transfers personal data in interstate commerce, to the extent such organizations are not subject to existing Federal data privacy laws.

3. See, e.g., Remarks of Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton, Release of Administration’s International Strategy for Cyberspace (May 2011) (“Many of you representing the governments of other countries, as well as the private sector or foundations or civil society groups, share our commitment to ensuring that the Internet remains open, secure, free, not only for the 2 billion people who are now offline, but for the billions more who will be online in the years ahead.”).
Preserving trust in the Internet economy protects and enhances substantial economic activity. Online retail sales in the United States total $145 billion annually. New uses of personal data in location services, protected by appropriate privacy and security safeguards, could create important business opportunities. Moreover, the United States is a world leader in exporting cloud computing, location-based services, and other innovative services. To preserve these economic benefits, consumers must continue to trust networked technologies. Strengthening consumer data privacy protections will help to achieve this goal.

Preserving trust also is necessary to realize the full social and cultural benefits of networked technologies. When companies use personal data in ways that are inconsistent with the circumstances under which consumers disclosed the data, however, they may undermine trust. For example, individuals who actively share information with their friends, family, colleagues, and the general public through websites and online social networking sites may not be aware of the ways those services, third parties, and their own associates may use information about them. Unauthorized disclosure of sensitive information can violate individual rights, cause injury or discrimination based on sensitive personal attributes, lead to actions and decisions taken in response to misleading or inaccurate information, and contribute to costly and potentially life-disrupting identity theft. Protecting Americans’ privacy by preventing identity theft and prosecuting identity thieves is an important focus for the Administration.

The existing consumer data privacy framework in the United States is flexible and effectively addresses some consumer data privacy challenges in the digital age. This framework consists of industry best practices, FTC enforcement, and a network of chief privacy officers and other privacy professionals who develop privacy practices that adapt to changes in technology and business models and create a growing culture of privacy awareness within companies. Much of the personal data used on the Internet, however, is not subject to comprehensive Federal statutory protection, because most Federal data privacy statutes apply only to specific sectors, such as healthcare, education, communications, and financial services or, in the case of online data collection, to children. The Administration believes that filling gaps in the existing framework will promote more consistent responses to privacy concerns across the wide range of environments in which individuals have access to networked technologies and in which a broad array of companies collect and use personal data. The Administration, however, does not recommend modifying the existing Federal statutes that apply to specific sectors unless they set inconsistent standards for related technologies. Instead, the Administration supports legislation that would supplement the existing framework and extend baseline protections to the sectors that existing Federal statutes do not cover.

---

The comprehensive consumer data privacy framework set forth here will provide clearer protections for consumers. It will also provide greater certainty for companies while promoting innovation and minimizing compliance costs (consistent with the goals of Executive Order 13563, “Improving Regulation and Regulatory Review”). The framework provides consumers who want to understand and control how personal data flows in the digital economy with better tools to do so. The proposal ensures that companies striving to meet consumers’ expectations have more effective ways of engaging consumers and policymakers. This will help companies to determine which personal data practices consumers find unobjectionable and which ones they find invasive. Finally, the Administration’s consumer data privacy framework improves our global competitiveness by promoting international policy frameworks that reflect how consumers and companies actually use networked technologies.

As a world leader in Internet innovation, the United States has both the responsibility and incentive to help establish forward-looking privacy policy models that foster innovation and preserve basic privacy rights. The Administration’s framework for consumer data privacy offers a path toward achieving these goals. It is based on the following key elements:

- A Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights, setting forth individual rights and corresponding obligations of companies in connection with personal data. These consumer rights are based on U.S.-developed and globally recognized Fair Information Practice Principles (FIPPs), articulated in terms that apply to the dynamic environment of the Internet age;

- Enforceable codes of conduct, developed through multistakeholder processes, to form the basis for specifying what the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights requires in particular business contexts;

- Federal Trade Commission (FTC) enforcement of consumers’ data privacy rights through its authority to prohibit unfair or deceptive acts or practices; and

- Increasing global interoperability between the U.S. consumer data privacy framework and other countries’ frameworks, through mutual recognition, the development of codes of conduct through multistakeholder processes, and enforcement cooperation can reduce barriers to the flow of information.

Consumer Data Privacy in a Networked World builds on the recommendations of the Department of Commerce Internet Policy Task Force’s December 2010 report, Commercial Data Privacy and Innovation in the Internet Economy: A Dynamic Policy Framework (“Privacy and Innovation Green Paper”). The Internet Policy Task Force developed the recommendations in the Privacy and Innovation Green Paper by engaging with stakeholders—companies, trade groups, privacy advocates, academics, State Attorneys General, Federal civil and criminal law enforcement representatives, and international partners—through a public symposium, written comments, public speeches and presentations, and informal meetings. More than 100 stakeholders subsequently submitted written comments on the Privacy and Innovation Green Paper. These comments provided the Administration with invaluable feedback during the development of Consumer Data Privacy in a Networked World. The Administration gratefully acknowledges the time and resources stakeholders devoted to this issue. Their ongoing engagement will be critical to implementing the framework successfully.

---

II. Defining a Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights

Strengthening consumer data privacy protections and promoting innovation require privacy protections that are comprehensive, actionable, and flexible. The United States pioneered the FIPPs in the 1970s, and they have become the globally recognized foundations for privacy protection. The United States has embraced FIPPs by incorporating them into sector-specific privacy laws and applying them to personal data that Federal agencies collect. FIPPs also are a foundation for numerous international data privacy frameworks. These principles continue to provide a solid foundation for consumer data privacy protection, despite far-reaching changes in companies' ability to collect, store, and analyze personal data.

The Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights applies FIPPs to an environment in which processing of data about individuals is far more decentralized and pervasive than it was when FIPPs were initially developed. Large corporations and government agencies collecting information for relatively static databases are no longer typical of personal data collectors and processors. The world is far more varied and dynamic. Companies process increasing quantities of personal data for a widening array of purposes. Consumers increasingly exchange personal data in active ways through channels such as online social networks and personal blogs. The reuse of personal data can be an important source of innovation that brings benefits to consumers but also raises difficult questions about privacy. The central challenge in this environment is to protect consumers' privacy expectations while providing companies with the certainty they need to continue to innovate.

To meet this challenge, the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights carries FIPPs forward in two ways. First, it affirms a set of consumer rights that inform consumers of what they should expect of companies that handle personal data. The Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights also recognizes that consumers have certain responsibilities to protect their privacy as they engage in an increasingly networked society. Second, the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights reflects the FIPPs in a way that emphasizes the importance of context in their application. Key elements of context include the goals or purposes that consumers can expect.

---

9. As noted in the Privacy and Innovation Green Paper (p. 11):
   In 1973, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) released its report, Records, Computers, and the Rights of Citizens, which outlined a Code of Fair Information Practices that would create “safeguard requirements” for certain “automated personal data systems” maintained by the Federal Government. This Code of Fair Information Practices, now commonly referred to as fair information practice principles (FIPPs), established the framework on which much privacy policy would be built.

   Examples of FIPPs-based international frameworks include the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data and the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation Privacy Framework. The Privacy and Innovation Green Paper proposed for consideration the following set of FIPPs: transparency, individual participation, purpose specification, data minimization, use limitation, data quality and integrity, security, and accountability and auditing.

10. As the Privacy and Innovation Green Paper noted, “New devices and applications allow the collection and use of personal information in ways that, at times, can be contrary to many consumers’ privacy expectations.” Department of Commerce, Privacy and Innovation Green Paper, at i (statement of Commerce Secretary Gary Locke).

11. For a comparison of the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights to other statements of the FIPPs, see Appendix B.
to achieve by using a company’s products or services, the services that the companies actually provide, the personal data exchanges that are necessary to provide these services, and whether a company’s customers include children and adolescents. Context should shape the balance and relative emphasis of particular principles in the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights.

The Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights advances these objectives by holding that consumers have a right to:

- Individual Control
- Transparency
- Respect for Context
- Security
- Access and Accuracy
- Focused Collection
- Accountability

The Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights applies to commercial uses of personal data. This term refers to any data, including aggregations of data, which is linkable to a specific individual. Personal data may include data that is linked to a specific computer or other device. For example, an identifier on a smartphone or family computer that is used to build a usage profile is personal data. This definition provides the flexibility that is necessary to capture the many kinds of data about consumers that commercial entities collect, use, and disclose.

The remainder of this section provides the full statement of the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights and explains the rationale for the rights and obligations under each principle.

---

12. This definition is similar to the Federal Government’s definition of “personally identifiable information”: 

[1]Information that can be used to distinguish or trace an individual’s identity, either alone or when combined with other personal or identifying information that is linked or linkable to a specific individual. The definition of PII is not anchored to any single category of information or technology. Rather, it requires a case-by-case assessment of the specific risk that an individual can be identified.

II. DEFINING A CONSUMER PRIVACY BILL OF RIGHTS

1. **Individual Control:** Consumers have a right to exercise control over what personal data companies collect from them and how they use it. Companies should provide consumers appropriate control over the personal data that consumers share with others and over how companies collect, use, or disclose personal data. Companies should enable these choices by providing consumers with easily used and accessible mechanisms that reflect the scale, scope, and sensitivity of the personal data that they collect, use, or disclose, as well as the sensitivity of the uses they make of personal data. Companies should offer consumers clear and simple choices, presented at times and in ways that enable consumers to make meaningful decisions about personal data collection, use, and disclosure. Companies should offer consumers means to withdraw or limit consent that are as accessible and easily used as the methods for granting consent in the first place.

The Individual Control principle has two dimensions. First, at the time of collection, companies should present choices about data sharing, collection, use, and disclosure that are appropriate for the scale, scope, and sensitivity of personal data in question. For example, companies that have access to significant portions of individuals’ Internet usage histories, such as search engines, ad networks, and online social networks, can build detailed profiles of individual behavior over time. These profiles may be broad in scope and large in scale, and they may contain sensitive information, such as personal health or financial data. In these cases, choice mechanisms that are simple and prominent and offer fine-grained control of personal data use and disclosure may be appropriate. By contrast, services that do not collect information that is reasonably linkable to individuals may offer accordingly limited choices.

In any event, a company that deals directly with consumers should give them appropriate choices about what personal data the company collects, irrespective of whether the company uses the data itself or discloses it to third parties. When consumer-facing companies contract with third parties that gather personal data directly from consumers (as is the case with much online advertising), they should be diligent in inquiring about how those third parties use personal data and whether they provide consumers with appropriate choices about collection, use, and disclosure. The Administration also encourages consumer-facing companies to act as stewards of personal data that they and their business partners collect from consumers. Consumer-facing companies should seek ways to recognize consumer choices through mechanisms that are simple, persistent, and scalable from the consumer’s perspective.

Third parties should also offer choices about personal data collection that are appropriate for the scale, scope, and sensitivity of data they collect. The focal point for much of the debate about third-party personal data collection in recent years is online behavioral advertising—the practice of collecting

---

13. “Scope” refers to the range of activities or interests as well as the time period that is reflected in a dataset. “Scale” refers to the number of individuals whose activities are in a dataset.
information about consumers’ online interests in order to deliver targeted advertising to them.\textsuperscript{14} This system of advertising revolves around ad networks that can track individual consumers—or at least their devices—across different websites. When organized according to unique identifiers, this data can provide a potentially wide-ranging view of individual use of the Internet. These individual behavioral profiles allow advertisers to target ads based on inferences about individual interests, as revealed by Internet use. Targeted ads are generally more valuable and efficient than purely contextual ads and provide revenue that supports an array of free online content and services.\textsuperscript{15} However, many consumers and privacy advocates find tracking and the advertising practices that it enables invade their expectations of privacy.\textsuperscript{16}

The Administration recognizes that the ultimate uses of personal data that third parties, such as ad networks, collect affect the privacy interests at stake. As a result, these uses of personal data should help to shape the range of appropriate individual control options. For example, a company that uses personal data only to calculate statistics about how consumers use its services may not implicate significant consumer privacy interests and may not need to provide consumers with ways to prevent data collection for this purpose. Even if the company collects and stores some personal data for some uses, it may not need to provide consumers with a sophisticated array of choices about collection. In the case of online advertising, for instance, verifying ad delivery and preventing a consumer from seeing the same ad many times over may require some personal data collection. But personal data collected only for these statistical purposes may not require the assembly of extensive, long-lived individual profiles and may not require extensive options for control.

Innovative technology can help to expand the range of user control. It is increasingly common for Internet companies that have direct relationships with consumers to offer detailed privacy settings that allow individuals to exercise greater control over what personal data the companies collect, and when. In addition, privacy-enhancing technologies such as the “Do Not Track” mechanism allow consumers to exercise some control over how third parties use personal data or whether they receive it at all. For example, prompted by the FTC,\textsuperscript{17} members of the online advertising industry developed self-regulatory principles based on the FIPPs, a common interface to alert consumers of the presence of third party ads and to direct them to more information about the relevant ad network, and a common mechanism to

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{14} See FTC, Self-Regulatory Principles for Online Behavioral Advertising (staff report), at 2, Feb. 2009 (stating that online behavioral advertising “involves the tracking of consumers’ online activities in order to deliver tailored advertising”).
\item \textsuperscript{15} According to one study, behaviorally targeted ads are worth significantly more than non-targeted ads. See Howard Beales, The Value of Behavioral Targeting, at 3, Mar. 24, 2010 (finding, based on data provided by ad networks, that behaviorally targeted ad rates in 2009 were 2.68 times greater than non-targeted ad rates), http://www.networkadvertising.org/pdfs/Beales_NAI_Study.pdf; FTC, Protecting Consumer Privacy in an Era of Rapid Change: A Proposed Framework for Businesses and Policymakers (preliminary staff report), at 24, Dec. 2010 (reporting that FTC privacy roundtable participants discussed that “the more information that is known about a consumer, the more a company will pay to deliver a precisely-targeted advertisement to him”) (“FTC Staff Report”).
\item \textsuperscript{17} See generally FTC, Self-Regulatory Principles for Online Behavioral Advertising (staff report), Feb. 2009.
\end{itemize}
II. DEFINING A CONSUMER PRIVACY BILL OF RIGHTS

allow consumers to opt out of targeted advertising by individual ad networks. A variety of other actors, including browser vendors, software developers, and standards-setting organizations, are developing “Do Not Track” mechanisms that allow consumers to exercise some control over whether third parties receive personal data. All of these mechanisms show promise. However, they require further development to ensure they are easy to use, strike a balance with innovative uses of personal data, take public safety interests into account, and present consumers with a clear picture of the potential costs and benefits of limiting personal data collection.

As third parties become further removed from direct interactions with consumers, it may be more difficult for them to provide consumers with meaningful control over data collection. Data brokers, for example, aggregate personal data from multiple sources, often without interacting with consumers at all. Such companies face a challenge in providing effective mechanisms for individual control because consumers might not know that these third parties exist. Moreover, some data brokers collect court records, news reports, property records, and other data that is in the public record. The rights of freedom of speech and freedom of the press involved in the collection and use of these documents must be balanced with the need for transparency to individuals about how data about them is collected, used, and disseminated and the opportunity for individuals to access and correct data that has been collected about them.

Still, data brokers and other companies that collect personal data without direct consumer interactions or a reasonably detectable presence in consumer-facing activities should seek innovative ways to provide consumers with effective Individual Control. If it is impractical to provide Individual Control, these companies should ensure that they implement other elements of the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights in ways that adequately protect consumers’ privacy. For example, to provide sufficient privacy protections, such companies may need to go to extra lengths to implement other principles such as Transparency—by providing clear, public explanations of the roles they play in commercial uses of personal data—as well as providing appropriate use controls once information is collected under the Access and Accuracy and Accountability principles to compensate for the lack of a direct consumer relationship.

The second dimension of Individual Control is consumer responsibility. In a growing number of cases, such as online social networks, the use of personal data begins with individuals’ decisions to choose privacy settings and to share personal data with others. In such contexts, consumers should evaluate their choices and take responsibility for the ones that they make. Control over the initial act of sharing is critical. Consumers should take responsibility for those decisions, just as companies that participate in and benefit from this sharing should provide usable tools and clear explanations to enable consumers to make meaningful choices.

The Individual Control principle also recognizes that consumers’ privacy interests in personal data persist throughout their relationships with a company. Accordingly, this principle includes a right to withdraw consent to use personal data that the company controls. Companies should provide means of with-

drawing consent that are on equal footing with ways they obtain consent. For example, if consumers grant consent through a single action on their computers, they should be able to withdraw consent in a similar fashion.\(^\text{19}\)

There are three practical limits to the right to withdraw consent. First, it presumes that consumers have an ongoing relationship with a company. This relationship could be minimal, such as a consumer establishing an account for a single transaction; or it may be as extensive as many financial transactions spanning many years. Nonetheless, the company must have a way to effect a withdrawal of consent to the extent the company has associated and retained data with an individual. Conversely, data that a company cannot reasonably associate with an individual is not subject to the right to withdraw consent. Second, the obligation to respect a consumer's withdrawal of consent only extends to data that the company has under its control. Third, the Individual Control principle does not call for companies to permit withdrawal of consent for personal data that they collected before implementing the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights, unless they made such a commitment at the time of collection.

2. **TRANSPARENCY:** Consumers have a right to easily understandable and accessible information about privacy and security practices. At times and in places that are most useful to enabling consumers to gain a meaningful understanding of privacy risks and the ability to exercise Individual Control, companies should provide clear descriptions of what personal data they collect, why they need the data, how they will use it, when they will delete the data or de-identify it from consumers, and whether and for what purposes they may share personal data with third parties.

Plain language statements about personal data collection, use, disclosure, and retention help consumers understand the terms surrounding commercial interactions. Companies should make these statements visible to consumers when they are most relevant to understanding privacy risks and easily accessible when called for.

Personal data uses that are not consistent with the context of a company-to-consumer transaction or relationship deserve more prominent disclosure than uses that are integral to or commonly accepted in that context. Privacy notices that distinguish personal data uses along these lines will better inform consumers of personal data uses that they have not anticipated, compared to many current privacy notices that generally give equal emphasis to all potential personal data uses.\(^\text{20}\) Such notices will give privacy-conscious consumers easy access to information that is relevant to them. They may also promote greater consistency in disclosures by companies in a given market and attract the attention of consumers who ordinarily would ignore privacy notices, potentially making privacy practices a more salient point of competition among different products and services.

\(^{19}\) The obligation to provide these choices should be read in conjunction with the Access and Accuracy principle discussed below.

\(^{20}\) See Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information Lawrence E. Strickling, Testimony Before the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, Mar. 16, 2011, at 2-3.
In addition, companies should provide notice in a form that is easy to read on the devices that consumers actually use to access their services. In particular, mobile devices have small screens that make reading full privacy notices effectively impossible. Companies should therefore strive to present mobile consumers with the most relevant information in a manner that takes into account mobile device characteristics, such as small display sizes and privacy risks that are specific to mobile devices.

Finally, companies that do not interact directly with consumers—such as the data brokers discussed above—need to make available explicit explanations of how they acquire, use, and disclose personal data. These companies may need to compensate for the lack of a direct relationship when making these explanations available, for example by posting them on their websites or other publicly accessible locations. Moreover, companies that have first-party relationships with consumers should disclose specifically the purpose(s) for which they provide personal data to third parties, help consumers to understand the nature of those third parties’ activities, and whether those third parties are bound to limit their use of the data to achieving those purposes. This gives consumers a more tractable task of assessing whether to engage with a single entity, rather than trying to understand what personal data third parties—potentially dozens, or even hundreds—receive and how they use it. Similarly, first parties could create greater transparency by disclosing what kinds of personal data they obtain from third parties, who the third parties are, and how they use this data. This level of transparency may also facilitate the development within the private sector of innovative privacy-enhancing technologies and guidance that consumers can use to protect their privacy.

3. RESPECT FOR CONTEXT: Consumers have a right to expect that companies will collect, use, and disclose personal data in ways that are consistent with the context in which consumers provide the data. Companies should limit their use and disclosure of personal data to those purposes that are consistent with both the relationship that they have with consumers and the context in which consumers originally disclosed the data, unless required by law to do otherwise. If companies will use or disclose personal data for other purposes, they should provide heightened Transparency and Individual Choice by disclosing these other purposes in a manner that is prominent and easily actionable by consumers at the time of data collection. If, subsequent to collection, companies decide to use or disclose personal data for purposes that are inconsistent with the context in which the data was disclosed, they must provide heightened measures of Transparency and Individual Choice. Finally, the age and familiarity with technology of consumers who engage with a company are important elements of context. Companies should fulfill the obligations under this principle in ways that are appropriate for the age and sophistication of consumers. In particular, the principles in the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights may require greater protections for personal data obtained from children and teenagers than for adults.
Respect for Context distinguishes personal data uses on the basis of how closely they relate to the purposes for which consumers use a service or application as well as the business processes necessary to provide the service or application.\(^1\) The Respect for Context principle calls on companies that collect data to act as stewards of data in ways that respect their consumers. This principle derives from two principles commonly found in statements of the FIPPs. The first principle, purpose specification, states that companies should specify at the time of collection the purposes for which they collect personal data. Second, the use limitation principle holds that companies should use personal data only to fulfill those specific purposes.

The Respect for Context principle adapts these well-established principles in two ways. First, Respect for Context provides a substantive standard to guide companies’ decisions about their basic personal data practices. Generally speaking, companies should limit personal data uses to fulfilling purposes that are consistent with the context in which consumers disclose personal data. Second, while this principle emphasizes the importance of the relationship between a consumer and a company at the time consumers disclose data, it also recognizes that this relationship may change over time in ways not foreseeable at the time of collection. Such adaptive uses of personal data may be the source of innovations that benefit consumers. However, companies must provide appropriate levels of transparency and individual choice—which may be more stringent than was necessary at the time of collection—before reusing personal data.

Applying the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights in a context-specific manner provides companies flexibility but also requires them to consider carefully what consumers are likely to understand about their data practices based on the products and services they offer, how the companies themselves explain the roles of personal data in delivering them, research on consumers’ attitudes and understandings, and feedback from consumers. Context should help to determine which personal data uses are likely to raise the greatest consumer privacy concerns. The company-to-consumer relationship should guide companies’ decisions about which uses of personal data they will make most prominent in privacy notices. For

\(^1\) Several commenters on the Privacy and Innovation Green Paper emphasized the importance of context in applying FIPPs. See, e.g., AT&T Comment on the Privacy and Innovation Green Paper, at 7, Jan. 28, 2011 (“FIPPs are usefully expressed as generalized policy guides that should shape the multi-stakeholder collaborative processes to develop flexible and contextualized codes of practice for particular industries.”); Centre for Information Policy Leadership Comment on the Privacy and Innovation Green Paper, at 3, Jan. 28, 2011 (“Principles of fair information practices should be applied within a contextual framework, and not in a rigid or fixed way.”); Google Comment on the Privacy and Innovation Green Paper, at 6, Jan. 28, 2011 (“In particular, FIPPs must be flexible enough to take account of the spectrum of identifiability, linkability, and sensitivity of various data in various contexts.”); Intel Comment on the Privacy and Innovation Green Paper, at 4 (“[M]any of the issues present in a privacy regulatory scheme are highly contextual.”); Intuit Comment on the Privacy and Innovation Green Paper, at 9 (“It is the use of the information as well as its characteristics that should inform our treatment of it. Context is crucial.”); Helen Nissenbaum, Kenneth Farrall, and Finn Brunton, Comment on the Privacy and Innovation Green Paper, at 2-3 (recommending consideration of context as a source of “baseline substantive constraints on data practices following the model of current US sectoral privacy regulation”); Online Publishers Association Comment on the Privacy and Innovation Green Paper, at 6 (“Online publishers share a direct and trusted relationship with visitors to their sites. In the context of this relationship, OPA members sometimes collect and use information to target and deliver the online advertising that subsidizes production of quality digital content.”); TRUSTe Comment on the Privacy and Innovation Green Paper, at 2 (“We view privacy as inherently contextual; disclosure obligations will differ depending on the context of the interaction.”). Current scholarship also emphasizes the importance of the relationship between context and privacy. See Helen Nissenbaum, *Privacy in Context: Technology, Policy, and the Integrity of Social Life* (2009).
example, online retailers need to disclose consumers’ names and home addresses to shippers in order to fulfill customers’ orders. This disclosure is obvious from the context of the consumer-retailer relationship. Retailers do not need to provide prominent notice of the practice (though they should disclose it in their full privacy notices); companies may infer that consumers have agreed to the disclosure based on the consumers’ actions in placing the order and a widespread understanding of the product delivery process.

Several categories of data practices are both common to many contexts and integral to companies’ operations. The example above falls into the more general category of product and service fulfillment; companies may infer consent to use and disclose personal data to achieve objectives that consumers have specifically requested, as long as there is a common understanding of the service. Similarly, companies may infer consent to use personal data to conduct marketing in the context of most first-party relationships, given the familiarity of this activity in digital and in-person commerce, the visibility of this kind of marketing, the presence of an easily identifiable party to contact to provide feedback, and consumers’ opportunity to end their relationship with a company if they are dissatisfied with it. In addition, companies collect and use personal data for purposes that are common, even if they may not be well known to consumers. For example, analyzing how consumers use a service in order to improve it, preventing fraud, complying with law enforcement orders and other legal obligations, and protecting intellectual property all have been basic elements of doing business and meeting companies’ legal obligations. Companies should be able to infer consumer consent to collect personal data for these limited purposes, consistent with the other principles in the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights.

In other cases, context should guide decisions about which opportunities for consumer control are reasonable for companies to provide and also meaningful to consumers. Information and choices that are meaningful to consumers in one context may be largely irrelevant in others. For example, consider a hypothetical game application for a mobile device that allows consumers to save the game’s state, so that they can resume playing after a break. The hypothetical company that provides this game collects the unique identifier of each user’s mobile device in order to provide this “save” function. Collecting the mobile device’s unique identifier for this purpose may be consistent with the “save” function and consumers’ decisions to use it, particularly if the company uses identifiers only for this purpose. If the company provides consumers’ unique device identifiers to third parties for purposes such as online behavioral advertising, however, the company should notify consumers and allow them to prevent the disclosure of personal data.

The sophistication of a company’s consumers is also a critical element of context. In particular, the privacy framework may require a different degree of protection for children’s and teenagers’ privacy interests from the protections afforded to adults due to the unique characteristics of these age groups. Children may be particularly susceptible to privacy harms. Currently, the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) and the FTC’s implementing regulations provide strong protections by requiring online

---

22. This list of practices that are common to many contexts is similar to the “commonly accepted practices” that FTC staff identified in its 2010 report. See FTC Staff Report at 53-54. In the Administration’s view, protecting intellectual property is so widespread and necessary to many companies that they should be able to infer consent to achieve this objective. Several commenters on the Department of Commerce’s Privacy and Information Green Paper encouraged the Administration to recognize such practices in order to provide certainty for companies and to give greater prominence to choices that consumers are more likely to find meaningful.
services that are directed to children, or that know that they are collecting personal data from children, to obtain verifiable parental consent before they collect such data. Online services that are “directed to” children must meet this same standard. The Administration looks forward to exploring with stakeholders whether more stringent applications of the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights—such as an agreement not to create individual profiles about children, even if online services obtain the necessary consent to collect personal data—are appropriate to protect children’s privacy.

The terms governing a company-to-consumer relationship are another key element of context. In particular, advertising supports innovative new services and helps to provide consumers with free access to a broad array of online services and applications. The Respect for Context principle does not foreclose any particular ad-based business models. Rather, the Respect for Context principle requires companies to recognize that different business models based on different personal data raise different privacy risks. A company should clearly inform consumers of what they are getting in exchange for the personal data they provide. The Administration also encourages companies engaged in online advertising to refrain from collecting, using, or disclosing personal data that may be used to make decisions regarding employment, credit, and insurance eligibility or similar matters that may have significant adverse consequences to consumers. Collecting data for such sensitive uses is at odds with the contextually well-defined purposes of generating revenue and providing consumers with ads that they are more likely to find relevant. Such practices also may be at odds with the norm of responsible data stewardship that the Respect for Context principle encourages.

Consider, for example, an online social networking service whose users disclose biographical information when creating an account and provide information about their social contacts and interests by including friends, business associates, and companies in their networks. As consumers use the service, they may generate large amounts of information that is associated with their identity on the online social network, including written updates, photos, videos, and location information. Consumers make affirmative choices to share this information with members of their online social networks. These disclosures are all integral to the company providing its social networking service. Furthermore, it is reasonable for the company to reveal at least some of these details to other members in order to help them form new connections.

Whether the online social networking service provider will use this information, and for what purposes, may be less clear from the context that consumers experience. The personal data that consumers generate may be valuable for improving the service, selling online advertising, or assembling individual profiles that the company provides to third parties. These uses fall along a continuum that starts at the core context of consumers engaging online with a group of associates. Consumers expect the company to improve its services. The company does not need to seek affirmative consent each time it uses existing data to improve a service, or even creates a new service, provided that these new uses of personal data are consistent with what users come to expect in a social networking context.

Suppose that the company leases individual profile information to third parties, such as information brokers. Respect for Context may not require the company to specify each use that a recipient might
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make of this data, but, at a minimum, it may require the company to state prominently and explicitly that it discloses personal data to third parties who may further aggregate and use this data for other purposes. The Respect for Context principle, in combination with other principles in the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights, also calls on the company to provide consumers with meaningful opportunities to prevent these disclosures.

4. **SECURITY**: Consumers have a right to secure and responsible handling of personal data. Companies should assess the privacy and security risks associated with their personal data practices and maintain reasonable safeguards to control risks such as loss; unauthorized access, use, destruction, or modification; and improper disclosure.

Technologies and procedures that keep personal data secure are essential to protecting consumer privacy. Security failures involving personal data, whether resulting from accidents or deliberate attacks, can cause harms that range from embarrassment to financial loss and physical harm. Companies that lose control of personal data may suffer reputational harm as well as financial losses if business partners or consumers end their relationships after a security breach. These consequences provide companies with significant incentives to keep personal data secure. The security precautions that are appropriate for a given company will depend on its lines of business, the kinds of personal data it collects, the likelihood of harm to consumers, and many other factors.

The Security principle recognizes these needs. It gives companies the discretion to choose technologies and procedures that best fit the scale and scope of the personal data that they maintain, subject to their obligations under any applicable data security statutes, including their duties to notify consumers and law enforcement agencies if the security of data about them is breached, and their commitments to adopt reasonable security practices.

5. **ACCESS AND ACCURACY**: Consumers have a right to access and correct personal data in usable formats, in a manner that is appropriate to the sensitivity of the data and the risk of adverse consequences to consumers if the data is inaccurate. Companies should use reasonable measures to ensure they maintain accurate personal data. Companies also should provide consumers with reasonable access to personal data that they collect or maintain about them, as well as the appropriate means and opportunity to correct inaccurate data or request its deletion or use limitation. Companies that handle personal data should construe this principle in a manner consistent with freedom of expression and freedom of the press. In determining what measures they may use to maintain accuracy and to provide access, correction, deletion, or suppression capabilities to consumers, companies may also consider the scale, scope, and sensitivity of the personal data that they collect or maintain and the likelihood that its use may expose consumers to financial, physical, or other material harm.
An increasingly diverse array of entities uses personal data to make decisions that affect consumers in ways ranging from the ads they see online to their candidacy for employment. Outside of sectors covered by specific Federal privacy laws, such as the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and the Fair Credit Reporting Act, consumers do not currently have the right to access and correct this data. The Administration is committed to publishing data on the Internet in machine-readable formats to advance the goals of innovation, transparency, participation, and collaboration. For example, to promote innovation and efficiency in the delivery of electricity, the Administration supports providing consumers with timely access to energy usage data in standardized, machine-readable formats over the Internet. Similarly, the expanded use of health IT, including patients' access to health data through electronic health records, is a key element of the Administration’s innovation strategy. Comprehensive privacy and security safeguards, tailored for both contexts, are fundamental to both strategies.

Providing consumers with access to information about them in usable formats holds similar promise in the commercial arena. To help consumers make more informed choices, the Administration encourages companies to make personal data available in useful formats to the properly authenticated individuals over the Internet.

The Access and Accuracy principle recognizes that the use of inaccurate personal data may lead to a range of harms. The risk of these harms, in addition to the scale, scope, and sensitivity of personal data that a company retains, help to determine what kinds of access and correction facilities may be reasonable in a given context. As a result, this principle does not distinguish between companies that are consumer-facing and those that are not. In all cases, however, the mechanisms that companies use to provide consumers with access to data about them should not create additional privacy or security risks.

United States Constitutional law has long recognized that privacy interests co-exist alongside fundamental First Amendment rights to freedom of speech, freedom of the press, and freedom of association. Individuals and members of the press exercising their free speech rights may well speak about other individuals and include personal information in their speech. The Access and Accuracy principle should therefore be interpreted with full respect for First Amendment values, especially for non-commercial speakers and individuals exercising freedom of the press.

26. See Memorandum for the Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies, “Informing Consumers Through Smart Disclosure,” available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/inforeg/for-agencies/informing-consumers-through-smart-disclosure.pdf (“To the extent practicable and subject to valid restrictions, agencies should publish information online in an open format that can be retrieved, downloaded, indexed, and searched by commonly used Web search applications. An open format is one that is platform independent, machine readable, and made available to the public without restriction that would impede the re-use of that information.”); M-10-06, Memorandum for the Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies, “Open Government Directive,” available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/assets/memoranda_2010/m10-06.pdf (“Machine readable data are digital information stored in a format enabling the information to be processed and analyzed by computer. These formats allow electronic data to be as usable as possible.”).
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6. **FOCUSED COLLECTION:** Consumers have a right to reasonable limits on the personal data that companies collect and retain. Companies should collect only as much personal data as they need to accomplish purposes specified under the Respect for Context principle. Companies should securely dispose of or de-identify personal data once they no longer need it, unless they are under a legal obligation to do otherwise.

The Focused Collection principle holds that companies should engage in considered decisions about the kinds of data they need to collect to accomplish specific purposes. For example, the hypothetical game company referenced above that collects the unique identifier of each user’s mobile device in order to provide a “save” function should consider whether it must use the mobile device identifier or whether a less broadly linkable identifier would work as well. Nevertheless, as discussed under the Respect for Context principle, companies may find new uses for personal data after they collect it, provided they take appropriate measures of transparency and individual choice. The Focused Collection principle does not relieve companies of any independent legal obligations, including law enforcement orders, that require them to retain personal data.

Wide-ranging data collection may be essential for some familiar and socially beneficial Internet services and applications. Search engines are one example. Search engines gather detailed data about the contents and structure of the World Wide Web. Consumers understand and depend on search engines to collect this broad range of data and make it available for a wide range of end uses. Search engines also log search queries to improve their services. Search engines may collect such data, which includes personal data, in a manner that is consistent with the Focused Collection principle, so long as their purposes for collecting personal data are clear, and they do not retain personal data beyond the time they need it to achieve any of these purposes.

7. **ACCOUNTABILITY:** Consumers have a right to have personal data handled by companies with appropriate measures in place to assure they adhere to the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights. Companies should be accountable to enforcement authorities and consumers for adhering to these principles. Companies also should hold employees responsible for adhering to these principles. To achieve this end, companies should train their employees as appropriate to handle personal data consistently with these principles and regularly evaluate their performance in this regard. Where appropriate, companies should conduct full audits. Companies that disclose personal data to third parties should at a minimum ensure that the recipients are under enforceable contractual obligations to adhere to these principles, unless they are required by law to do otherwise.
Privacy protection depends on companies being accountable to consumers as well as to agencies that enforce consumer data privacy protections. The Accountability principle, however, goes beyond external accountability to encompass practices through which companies prevent lapses in their privacy commitments or detect and remedy any lapses that may occur. Companies that can demonstrate that they live up to their privacy commitments have powerful means of maintaining and strengthening consumer trust. A company’s own evaluation can prove invaluable to this process. The appropriate evaluation technique, which could be a self-assessment and need not necessarily be a full audit, will depend on the size, complexity, and nature of a company’s business, as well as the sensitivity of the data involved.

In recent years, chief privacy officers—experts who raise awareness of privacy issues in companies that face rapid changes in technologies, consumer expectations, and regulations—have emerged as a valuable source of guidance and internal evaluation. Chief privacy officers are likely to provide a continuing source of guidance within companies throughout the development of products and services.

To be fully effective, however, companies should link evaluations to the enforcement of pre-established internal expectations; evaluations are not an end in themselves. Audits—whether conducted by the company or by an independent third party—may be appropriate under some circumstances, but they are not always necessary to fulfill the Accountability principle.

Moreover, accountability must attach to data transferred from one company to another. From the perspective of the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights, the emphasis is not on the disclosures themselves, but on whether a disclosure leads to a use of personal data that is inconsistent within the context of its collection or a consumer’s expressed desire to control the data. Thus, if a company transfers personal data to a third party, it remains accountable and thus should hold the recipient accountable—through contracts or other legally enforceable instruments—for using and disclosing the data in ways that are consistent with the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights.
III. Implementing the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights: Multistakeholder Processes to Develop Enforceable Codes of Conduct

Implementing the general principles in the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights across the wide range of innovative uses of personal data requires a process to establish more specific practices. The Administration encourages individual companies, industry groups, privacy advocates, consumer groups, crime victims, academics, international partners, State Attorneys General, Federal civil and criminal law enforcement representatives, and other relevant groups to participate in multistakeholder processes to develop codes of conduct that implement these general principles.

In consumer data privacy, as in other areas affecting Internet policy, the Administration believes that multistakeholder processes underlie many of the institutions responsible for the Internet’s success. This reflects the Administration’s abiding commitment to preserving the Internet as an open, decentralized, user-driven platform for communication, innovation, and economic growth.27

The Administration supports open, transparent multistakeholder processes because, when appropriately structured, they can provide the flexibility, speed, and decentralization necessary to address Internet policy challenges. A process that is open to a broad range of participants and facilitates their full participation will allow technical experts, companies, advocates, civil and criminal law enforcement representatives responsible for enforcing consumer privacy laws, and academics to work together to find creative solutions to problems. Flexibility in the deliberative process is critical to allowing stakeholders to explore the technical and policy dimensions—which are often intertwined—of Internet policy issues. Moreover, the United States will need to confront a broad, complex, and global set of consumer data privacy issues for decades to come. A process that works efficiently and on a global scale is therefore essential.

Another key advantage of multistakeholder processes is that they can produce solutions in a more timely fashion than regulatory processes and treaty-based organizations. In the Internet standards world, for example, working groups frequently form around a specific problem and make significant progress toward a solution within months, rather than years. These groups frequently function on the basis of consensus and are amenable to the participation of individuals and groups with limited resources. These characteristics lend legitimacy to the groups and their solutions, which in turn can encourage rapid and effective implementation.

Finally, multistakeholder processes do not rely on a single, centralized authority to solve problems. Specific multistakeholder institutions address specific kinds of Internet policy challenges. This kind of specialization not only speeds up the development of solutions but also helps to avoid the duplication of stakeholders’ efforts.

Due in part to its reliance on multistakeholder processes, United States Internet policy has generally avoided fragmented, prescriptive, and unpredictable rules that frustrate innovation and undermine consumer trust. The United States has also refrained from adopting legal requirements that prescribe specific technical requirements, which could fragment the global market for information technologies and services and inhibit innovation. Instead, the United States generally defers to the expert bodies that produce Internet technical standards. In addition, the Administration continues its support for Internet policy processes that are open, transparent, and promote cooperation within a legal framework that sets appropriate performance requirements for individuals and companies.

Consumer data privacy issues exemplify the need for multistakeholder processes that develop the practices and technologies necessary to implement general policy principles. Experience in the United States has shown that both companies and consumers benefit when companies commit to the task of innovating privacy practices. In the early days of commercial activity on the Internet (mid-1990s to early 2000s), for example, the Department of Commerce, the FTC, and the White House convened stakeholders to gather information about privacy issues in this rapidly evolving marketplace. These efforts yielded a flexible, voluntary privacy framework that provided meaningful privacy protections while fostering dynamic innovations in technologies and business models.  

Even without legislation, the Administration intends to convene and facilitate multistakeholder processes to produce enforceable codes of conduct. In an open forum, stakeholders with an interest in a specific market or business context will work toward consensus on a legally enforceable code of conduct that implements the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights. Multistakeholder processes are different from traditional agency rulemakings. The Federal Government will work with stakeholders to establish operating procedures for an open, transparent process. Ultimately, however, the stakeholders themselves will control the process and its results. There is no Federal regulation at the end of the process, and codes will not bind any companies unless they choose to adopt them.

The incentive for stakeholders to participate in this process is twofold. Companies will build consumer trust by engaging directly with consumers and other stakeholders during the process. Adopting a code of conduct that stakeholders develop through this process would further build consumer trust. Second, in any enforcement action based on conduct covered by a code, the FTC will consider a company’s adherence to a code favorably.

---
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A. Building on the Successes of Internet Policymaking

The Internet provides several successful examples of the kind of multistakeholder policy development the Administration envisions. Private-sector standards-setting organizations, for example, are at the forefront of setting Internet-related technical standards. Groups such as the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) use transparent processes to set Internet-related technical standards. These processes are successful, in part, because stakeholders share an interest in developing consensus-based solutions to the underlying challenges. The success of the resulting standards is evident in the constantly growing range of services and applications—as well as the trillions of dollars in global commerce—they support.

Similarly, the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), a nonprofit corporation, coordinates the technical management of the domain name system, which maps domain names to unique numerical addresses. ICANN is also a multistakeholder organization that includes representatives from a broad array of interests, including generic top level domain registries, registrars and registrants, country code top level domain registries, the Regional Internet Registries, root server operators, national governments, and Internet users at large. With this structure, ICANN coordinates the technical management of an important function of the Internet—mapping names that people can remember to numerical addresses that computers can use—and does so in a manner that allows for a wide range of stakeholder input.

Government-convened policymaking efforts, such as the Executive Branch-led privacy discussions of the 1990s and early 2000s, continue to be central to advancing consumer data privacy protections in the United States. The framework in this document is a direct result of the Department of Commerce Internet Policy Task Force’s extensive engagement with stakeholders—companies, trade groups, privacy advocates, academics, civil and criminal law enforcement representatives, and foreign government officials. In addition, the FTC has encouraged multistakeholder efforts to develop a “Do Not Track” mechanism, which would afford greater consumer control over personal data in the context of online behavioral advertising.
B. Defining the Multistakeholder Process for Consumer Data Privacy

The Department of Commerce’s National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) has the necessary authority and expertise, developed through its role in other areas of Internet policy, to convene multistakeholder processes that address consumer data privacy issues. NTIA will lead the Department of Commerce’s convening of stakeholders in a deliberative process that develops codes of conduct and allows stakeholders to adapt the codes to protect consumers’ privacy as technologies and market conditions change.

Figure 1. The principal stages of the multistakeholder process for consumer data privacy

1. Deliberation

- Identifying Issues. Stakeholder groups, with the assistance of NTIA, will identify markets and industry sectors that involve significant consumer data privacy issues and may be ripe for an enforceable code of conduct. The process will be open, but the focus of a given process likely will not appeal equally to all stakeholders.

- Initiating and Facilitating Deliberations. NTIA will take steps to enlist the participation of stakeholders to develop an enforceable code of conduct. As convener, NTIA will open meetings to all stakeholders, including international partners, the FTC, Federal civil and criminal law enforcement representatives, and State Attorneys General, that have an interest in defining an appropriate code of conduct and express a willingness to work in good faith toward reaching consensus on the code’s provisions.

As their first order of business, stakeholders will establish operating processes and procedures. The Administration is committed to a process that is open, transparent, and accommodates participation by groups that have limited resources; however the deliberative process must meet the needs of its participants, who determine and abide by its outcome.

---

29. NTIA is designated by statute as the “President’s principal adviser on telecommunications policies pertaining to the Nation’s economic and technological advancement . . . .” 47 U.S.C. § 902(b)(2)(D).

30. Other Federal agencies may play this convening role if consumer data privacy issues arise in their areas of expertise. Alternatively, private-sector organizations could convene stakeholders, though the dearth of private sector-led code development efforts is precisely the reason that the Administration proposes to serve as convener.
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• **Conclusion.** A code that reflects the agreement of all stakeholders is ready for companies to consider adopting. The Administration expects, however, that consensus will emerge on parts of a code, and that stakeholders are likely to resolve the most difficult issues later in the process. At this stage, NTIA may need to work intensively with stakeholders to help them resolve their differences. NTIA’s role will be to help the parties reach clarity on what their positions are and whether there are options for compromise toward consensus, rather than substituting its own judgment. To minimize the possibility that some stakeholders may draw inflexible lines that prevent consensus, the parties should discuss and set out rules or procedures at the outset of the process to govern how the group will reach an orderly conclusion, even if there is not complete agreement on results.

2. **Adoption**

Once a code of conduct is complete, companies to which the code is relevant may choose to adopt it. The Administration expects that a company’s public commitment to adhere to a code of conduct will become enforceable under Section 5 of the FTC Act (15 U.S.C. § 45), just as a company is bound today to follow its privacy statements. Enforceability is essential to assuring consumers that companies’ practices match their commitments and thus to strengthening consumer trust.

3. **Evolution**

A key goal of the multistakeholder process is to enable stakeholders to modify privacy protections in response to rapid changes in technology, consumer expectations, and market conditions, to assure they sufficiently protect consumer data privacy. The multistakeholder process offers several ways to keep codes of conduct current. Stakeholders may decide at any time that a code of conduct no longer provides effective consumer data privacy protections, in light of technological or market changes. NTIA might also draw this conclusion and seek to re-convene stakeholders. As with the initial development of a code of conduct, however, stakeholder participation in the process to revise a code of conduct would be voluntary. The Federal Government would not revise a code of conduct; rather, stakeholder groups will make these changes with Federal Government input. Finally, under the legislative safe harbor framework discussed in the following section, Congress could prescribe a renewal period for codes of conduct, so that the FTC periodically reviews codes that are the basis of enforcement safe harbors.

---

32. The FTC brings cases based on violations of commitments in its privacy statements under its authority to prevent deceptive acts or practices. In addition, the FTC brings data privacy cases under its unfairness jurisdiction, which will remain an important source of consumer data privacy protection.
IV. Building on the FTC’s Enforcement Expertise

A. Protecting Consumers Through Strong Enforcement

Enforcement is critical to ensuring that the privacy commitments companies make by adopting a code of conduct are meaningful. Self-regulatory bodies, which develop and administer voluntary guidelines for member companies, can provide a first line of enforcement, though they are not necessary for the framework described here. Enforcement through self-regulatory bodies can help to detect and remedy compliance issues at an early stage. As a result, this kind of enforcement can strengthen trust in a code of conduct and the companies that commit to the code.

Government agencies also play a vital role in enforcing the privacy protections in codes of conduct. The FTC is the Federal Government’s leading consumer privacy enforcement authority. Enforcement actions by the FTC (and State Attorneys General) have established that companies’ failures to adhere to voluntary privacy commitments, such as those stated in privacy policies, are actionable under the FTC Act’s (and State analogues) prohibition on unfair or deceptive acts or practices. In addition, the FTC brings cases against companies that allegedly failed to use reasonable security measures to protect personal information about consumers. Using this authority, the FTC has brought cases that effectively protect consumer data privacy within a flexible and evolving approach to changing technologies and markets. The same authority would allow the FTC to enforce the commitments of companies under its jurisdiction to adhere to codes of conduct developed through the multistakeholder process. Thus, companies that adopt codes of conduct will make commitments that are legally enforceable under existing law.

B. Providing Incentives to Develop Enforceable Codes of Conduct

The FTC has significant enforcement and policy expertise to offer all stakeholders on consumer data privacy issues codes of conduct. With or without consumer data privacy legislation, the FTC should provide assistance and advice regarding development of the codes. In the absence of legislation, the FTC, Federal civil and criminal law enforcement representatives, and States should participate in the multistakeholder deliberations by providing advice on substance and process. Once stakeholders have developed a code, a company may voluntarily adhere to the code in order to gain greater certainty and

33. Note, however, the FTC does not currently have authority to enforce Section 5 of the FTC Act, 15, U.S.C. § 45, against certain corporations that operate for profit.

34. See FTC Act § 5, 15 U.S.C. § 45. In addition to using its Section 5 authority to protect consumer data privacy, the FTC has brought dozens of cases under sector-specific statutes, such as the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act, the Fair Credit Reporting Act, the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, and the Do Not Call Rule. For a review of these cases, see FTC Staff Report at 9-13.

35. See FTC Staff Report at 10 (reviewing enforcement actions that include counts based on unfair acts or practices).

36. The FTC’s jurisdiction over nonprofits and certain other types of entities under FTC Act § 5 may be limited.
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assure its customers that its practices protect their privacy. Companies may choose to adopt multiple codes of conduct to cover different lines of business; the common baseline of the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights should help ensure that the codes are consistent. Then, in any investigation or enforcement action related to the subject matter of one or more codes, the FTC should consider the company’s adherence to the codes favorably.
V. Promoting International Interoperability

The Internet helps U.S. companies expand across borders. As a result, cross-border data flows are a vital component of the domestic and global economies. Differences in national privacy laws create challenges for companies wishing to transfer personal data across national borders. Complying with different privacy laws is burdensome for companies that transfer personal data as part of well-defined, discrete data processing operations because legal standards may vary among jurisdictions, and companies may need to obtain multiple regulatory approvals to conduct even routine operations.

Services that cater to individual users face steeper compliance challenges because they handle data flows that are more complex and varied. Further complicating matters is the proliferation of cloud computing systems. This globally distributed architecture helps deliver cost-effective, innovative new services to consumers, companies, and governments. It also allows consumers and companies to send the personal data they generate and use to recipients all over the world. Consumer data privacy frameworks should not only facilitate these technologies and business models but also adapt rapidly to those that have yet to emerge.

Though governments may take different approaches to meeting these challenges, it is critical to the continued growth of the digital economy that they strive to create interoperability between privacy regimes. The Administration believes flexible multistakeholder processes that address novel uses and transfers of data facilitate interoperable privacy regimes. The United States is committed to engaging with its international partners to increase interoperability in privacy laws by pursuing mutual recognition, the development of codes of conduct through multistakeholder processes, and enforcement cooperation. It is also committed to including international counterparts in these multistakeholder processes, to enable global consensus on emerging privacy issues.

A. Mutual Recognition

Mutual recognition of commercial data privacy frameworks is a means to achieve meaningful global data protection. A starting point for mutual recognition is the embrace of common values surrounding privacy and personal data protection. Two principles should determine whether the conditions for mutual recognition between specific privacy frameworks exist: effective enforcement and mechanisms that allow companies to demonstrate accountability.

Where companies are under comparable legal requirements, mutual recognition means that all parties can enforce the companies’ obligations. Effective enforcement, conducted according to publicly announced policies, is therefore critical to establishing interoperability. Enforcement authorities and mechanisms vary from country to country, and the United States recognizes that a variety of approaches can be effective. The United States relies primarily upon the FTC’s case-by-case enforcement of general

---

37. NIST has identified five essential characteristics of cloud computing: on-demand self-service, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, and measured service. See supra note 6.
prohibitions on unfair or deceptive acts and practices. This approach helps develop evolving standards for handling personal data in the private sector.

In the context of mutual recognition, accountability refers to a company’s capacity to demonstrate the implementation of enforceable policies and procedures relating to privacy (whether adopted voluntarily or as a result of legal obligations). Accountability mechanisms include self-assessments, evaluations, and audits.\(^{38}\) The Administration encourages stakeholders to work together to identify globally accepted accountability mechanisms when developing codes of conduct.

One example of an initiative to facilitate transnational mutual recognition is the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation’s (APEC) voluntary system of Cross Border Privacy Rules (CBPR), which is based on the APEC Privacy Framework and includes privacy principles that APEC member economies have agreed to recognize.\(^{39}\) Codes of conduct based on these principles could streamline the data privacy policies and practices of companies operating throughout the vast APEC region.\(^{40}\) Upon implementation, APEC’s CBPR system will require interested applicants to demonstrate that they comply with a set of CBPR program requirements based on the APEC Privacy Framework. Moreover, the commitments an applicant makes during this process, while voluntary, must be enforceable under laws in member economies. Successful CBPR certification will entitle participating companies to represent to consumers that they are accountable and meet stringent and globally recognized standards, thereby facilitating the transfer of personal data throughout the APEC region.

In Europe, Article 27 of European Union (EU) Directive 95/46/EC on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, commonly known as the EU Data Protection Directive, encourages the development of codes of conduct to help implement the law. Like the Administration’s framework, which proposes industry-specific codes of conduct, the Data Protection Directive recognizes that codes of conduct that implement general privacy principles may differ in their details, according to the needs of the relevant industry. The Administration is committed to working with organizations at the EU level as well as with member states to make codes of conduct the basis of mutually recognized privacy protections.

The Safe Harbor Frameworks that the United States developed with the EU and Switzerland are early examples of global interoperability that have had a meaningful impact on transatlantic data flows. The United States, the EU, and Switzerland negotiated these Frameworks to accomplish the objectives of protecting personal information while also ensuring that companies could transfer information in a way that did not disrupt their global business operations. These Frameworks allow companies to self-certify that they comply with requirements under the EU Data Protection Directive, subject to FTC

---

38. Auditing is not a requirement under the Accountability principle stated in the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights. This section discusses the potential use of audits by companies that seek to take advantage of global interoperability in privacy laws. Not all organizations, however, fit this description.


40. Currently, APEC includes 21 members: Australia, Brunei Darussalam, Canada, Chile, the People’s Republic of China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, the Republic of Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, Peru, the Philippines, Russia, Singapore, Chinese Taipei, Thailand, the United States, and Vietnam. APEC, Member Economies, [http://www.apec.org/About-Us/About-APEC/Member-Economies.aspx](http://www.apec.org/About-Us/About-APEC/Member-Economies.aspx) (last visited Sept. 7, 2011).
V. PROMOTING INTERNATIONAL INTEROPERABILITY

enforcement of these representations. The more than 2,700 companies that participate in the Safe Harbor Frameworks may transfer personal data from the EU to the United States. As a result, the Safe Harbor Frameworks have effectively reduced barriers to personal data flow and thereby support trade and economic growth.

B. An International Role for Multistakeholder Processes and Codes of Conduct

The attributes of speed, flexibility and decentralized problem-solving in well-structured multistakeholder consultations offer certain advantages over traditional government regulation when it comes to establishing globally applicable rules and guidelines that promote innovation and protect consumers. Multistakeholder-developed codes of conduct, combined with existing mutual recognition frameworks, hold the promise of greatly simplifying companies' compliance burdens.

While the Safe Harbor Frameworks have proven to be valuable in facilitating transatlantic trade, they are not perfect solutions for all U.S. entities. Sectors not regulated by the FTC, such as financial services, telecommunications common carriers, and insurance, are not covered by the Safe Harbor Frameworks. Some companies in these sectors have indicated that they would like to see an improved environment for transatlantic data transfers.

To build on the success of the Safe Harbor Frameworks, the Administration, through the Departments of Commerce and State, plans to develop additional mechanisms—such as jointly developed codes of conduct—that support mutual recognition of legal regimes, facilitate the free flow of information, and address emerging privacy challenges. The Administration hopes to include international stakeholders in the multistakeholder processes. The Safe Harbor Frameworks could one day be supplemented by codes of conduct reflecting transatlantic consensus on important, emerging privacy issues.

C. Enforcement Cooperation

To realize global interoperability in data protection, mutual recognition must be accompanied by robust enforcement cooperation. Such collaboration, whether bilateral or multilateral, is necessary to address information sharing among data protection authorities.

Empowered by legislation that grants it greater authority to cooperate with foreign counterparts, the FTC helped to create the Global Privacy Enforcement Network (“GPEN”). GPEN aims to further the development of privacy enforcement priorities, sharing of best practices, and support for joint enforcement initiatives. The FTC is involved in a number of other international organizations, including the OECD, APEC, the Asia-Pacific Privacy Authorities forum, and the International Conference of Data Protection and Privacy Commissioners. The work of the United States Government in GPEN, the OECD, APEC, and other venues is increasing collaboration in privacy investigations and enforcement actions globally. Given that Internet-based services reach individuals in jurisdictions around the world, it is neither effective nor wise policy for governments to enforce national data privacy legislation in isolation.

VI. Enacting Consumer Data Privacy Legislation

The Administration urges Congress to pass legislation adopting the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights. Legislation would promote trust in the digital economy by providing a basic set of privacy rights throughout areas of the commercial sector that are not currently subject to specific Federal data privacy legislation. The flexible approach that the Administration supports will allow companies to implement the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights in ways that fit the context in which they do business.

A. Codify the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights

Congress should act to protect consumers from violations of the rights defined in the Administration’s proposed Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights. These rights provide clear protection for consumers and define rules of the road for the rapidly growing marketplace for personal data. The legislation should permit the FTC and State Attorneys General to enforce these rights directly. The legislation will need to state companies’ obligations under the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights with greater specificity than this document provides. The Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights is a guide for the Administration to work collaboratively with Congress on statutory language.

To provide greater legal certainty and to encourage the development and adoption of industry-specific codes of conduct, the Administration also supports legislation that authorizes the FTC to review codes of conduct and grant companies that commit to adhere—and do adhere—to such codes forbearance from enforcement of provisions of the legislation.

In addition, consumer data privacy legislation should avoid:

- Adding duplicative or overly burdensome regulatory requirements to companies that are already adhering to legislatively adopted privacy principles.
- Prescribing technology-specific means of complying with the law’s obligations.
- Precluding new business models that are consistent with the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights in general but may involve new uses of personal information not contemplated at the time the statute is written.
- Altering existing statutory or regulatory authorities pursuant to which the government may obtain information that is necessary to assist in conducting border searches, investigating criminal conduct or other violations of law, or protecting public safety and national security.

---

42. The Administration is separately considering the need to amend laws pertaining to the government’s access to data in the possession of private parties, including the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, to address changes in technology.

43. In the absence of legislation, the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights set forth in this document provides guidance for stakeholders and does not alter the FTC’s existing enforcement authority under FTC Act § 5.
• Contravening the ability of law enforcement to investigate and prosecute criminal acts, and ensure public safety.

• Altering existing statutory, regulatory, or policy authorities that apply to the government’s information practices or address privacy issues outside of a purely commercial, consumer-oriented context.

B. Grant the FTC Direct Enforcement Authority

The Administration encourages Congress to grant the FTC the authority to enforce each element of the statutory Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights.\(^{44}\) This authority would provide greater certainty to consumers and companies both. Companies would begin with a clearer roadmap to their privacy obligations. Consumers would benefit from knowing that Congress has empowered the FTC to enforce a comprehensive set of privacy protections in the commercial marketplace. At the same time, a statute that allows the FTC to enforce the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights directly would provide flexibility and permit the FTC to address emerging privacy issues through specific enforcement actions governed by applicable procedural safeguards. Companies seeking even greater certainty under such legislation should use the multistakeholder process and enforcement safe harbor discussed below to develop context-specific codes of conduct in a timely fashion. The Administration recommends that Congress grant the same authority to State Attorneys General. So long as they coordinate with the FTC in their enforcement actions, States could provide additional enforcement resources and a considerable source of consumer data privacy expertise.

In domains involving rapid changes in technology and business practices, Congress has chosen to create flexible standards rather than tailoring them to technologies and practices that exist at the time it passes a law. In the realm of antitrust, for example, the Sherman Act prohibits agreements “in restraint of trade.”\(^{45}\) The Copyright Act defines basic terms such as “copies,”“devices,” and “processes” with reference to technologies “now known or later developed.”\(^{46}\) And, in the realm of data privacy, the FTC has brought numerous enforcement actions under the FTC Act Section 5’s prohibition on “unfair or deceptive acts or practices.” A combination of agency guidelines, judicial interpretation, and industry practices provides interpretations of these terms to allow individuals and companies to determine with greater certainty whether their conduct complies with these general laws.

The Administration encourages Congress to follow a similar path with baseline consumer data privacy legislation. It is important that a baseline statute provide a level playing field for companies, a consistent set of expectations for consumers, and greater clarity and transparency in the basis for FTC enforcement actions. The FTC also could engage the public to clarify how it will enforce the statutory Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights. The primary mechanisms to clarify the statute’s requirements should be the multistakeholder process and enforcement safe harbor, based on enforceable codes of conduct, as discussed below. The more traditional modes of clarifying general statutory requirements, however, could also play a helpful role.

\(^{44}\) The FTC refers civil penalty actions to the Department of Justice, which may bring an action within 45 days. If the Department of Justice declines to litigate, the FTC may prosecute the case itself. See, e.g., 15 U.S.C. § 56(a).

\(^{45}\) 15 U.S.C § 1.

VI. ENACTING CONSUMER DATA PRIVACY LEGISLATION

C. Provide Legal Certainty Through an Enforcement Safe Harbor

The Administration supports authorizing the FTC to provide greater assurance to companies that adopt enforceable codes of conduct than is possible under current law. Two legislative structures would help to accomplish this goal. First, the FTC should have explicit authority to review codes of conduct against the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights, as they are set forth in legislation. Legislation should require the FTC to review codes submitted for review within a reasonable amount of time (e.g., 180 days), require the FTC to consider public comments on a code, limit its review authority to approving or rejecting a code that reflects the consensus of all participants in the multistakeholder process, and establish a period for reviewing approved codes to ensure that they sufficiently protect consumer privacy in light of technological and market changes. The record from the multistakeholder process that produced a code—and particularly the presence of general consensus on its provisions—would help to guide the FTC's assessment of whether a code sufficiently implements the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights. Because the outcome of FTC review will likely influence companies’ decisions to adopt codes of conduct—the end result of the multistakeholder process—it is appropriate to determine the details of FTC review through a process that is open to all stakeholders. These details, however, need to be legally binding. Accordingly, the Administration recommends that Congress grant the FTC authority under the Administrative Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. § 552 et seq.) to issue rules that establish a fair and transparent process for reviewing and approving codes of conduct.

The second element that the Administration recommends is giving the FTC the authority to grant a “safe harbor”—that is, forbearance from enforcement of the statutory Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights—to companies that follow a code of conduct that the FTC has reviewed and approved. Companies that decline to adopt a code of conduct, or choose not to seek FTC review of a code that they do adopt, would simply be subject to the general obligations of the legislatively adopted Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights.

D. Balance Federal and State Roles in Consumer Data Privacy Protection

Federal legislation that enacts a Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights should provide a national standard for protecting consumer data privacy where existing Federal data privacy statutes do not apply. Nationally uniform consumer data privacy rules are necessary to create certainty for companies and consistent protections for consumers. These rules should take into consideration the need for certain information to be available for law enforcement-related purposes. Moreover, national uniformity is crucial to preserving the incentives that the Administration’s framework provides through the multistakeholder process. Stakeholders’ incentives to participate in the multistakeholder process, and companies’ incentives to adopt codes of conduct, would be diminished if States enacted laws with more stringent requirements. The Administration therefore recommends that Congress preempt State laws to the extent they are inconsistent with the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights as enacted and applied. The Administration also recommends that Congress provide forbearance from enforcement of State laws against companies that adopt and comply with FTC-approved codes of conduct.

The Administration’s proposed approach preserves important policymaking and enforcement roles for the States. States can and should play a highly constructive role in the multistakeholder process. The Administration also supports granting State Attorneys General with the authority to enforce the
Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights. Taken together, these mechanisms will provide States means to address consumer data privacy issues that States identify while maintaining uniformity at the national level. The Administration will also work with Congress, States, the private sector, and other stakeholders to determine whether there are specific sectors in which States could enact laws that would not disrupt the broader uniformity the Administration seeks in consumer data privacy protections. For example, it may be appropriate to allow States to enact laws that apply the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights to personal data in sectors they closely regulate, such as retail electricity distribution.\(^47\)

**E. Preserve Effective Protections in Existing Federal Data Privacy Laws**

Consumer data privacy legislation should preserve existing sector-specific Federal laws that effectively protect personal data, minimize the duplication of legal requirements, and provide consumers with a clear sense of what protections they have and who enforces them. Where existing Federal laws do not meet these guidelines, however, the Administration encourages Congress to consider how consumer data privacy legislation could simplify existing requirements, to the benefit of consumers and companies.

In general, the sector-specific Federal data privacy laws establish legal obligations that are tailored to the sensitivity of personal data used and the prevailing practices in those sectors.\(^48\) For instance, HIPAA and the HIPAA Privacy and Security Rules regulate the collection, use, and disclosure of personal health information by healthcare providers, insurers, and health information clearinghouses. HIPAA permits by default personal health information practices that are necessary or commonly accepted in the healthcare context, such as disclosures of personal health information between two healthcare providers in order to treat a patient. Federal data privacy laws that apply to education, credit reporting, financial services, and the collection of children’s personal data are examples of similarly well-tailored requirements.

1. **Create Comprehensive Privacy Protection Without Duplicating Burdens**

To avoid creating duplicative regulatory burdens, the Administration supports exempting companies from consumer data privacy legislation to the extent that their activities are subject to existing Federal data privacy laws. However, activities within such companies that do not fall under an existing data privacy law would be covered by the legislation that the Administration proposes. The alternative—exempting entire entities that are subject to an existing Federal data privacy law—could allow the exception to swallow the rule. For example, the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLB) requires financial institutions to take certain privacy and security precautions with nonpublic personal information. If entities that are subject to GLB were exempt from a baseline consumer data privacy law for non-GLB-covered personal data, the baseline statute’s effectiveness could be significantly diminished.

\(^47\) Indeed, the Administration recently called for State public utilities commissions to follow privacy principles that are very similar to those in the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights in order to protect personal data associated with the “smart” electric grid. See supra note 23.

\(^48\) This limitation also means that the laws that regulate the Federal government’s collection, use, and disclosure of personal data are beyond the framework’s scope.
2. **Amend Laws That Create Inconsistent or Confusing Requirements**

Because existing Federal laws treat similar technologies within the communications sector differently, the Administration supports simplifying and clarifying the legal landscape and making the FTC responsible for enforcing the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights against communications providers.

F. **Set a National Standard for Security Breach Notification**

In the specific area of security breaches, the Administration supports creating a national standard under which companies must notify consumers of unauthorized disclosures of certain kinds of personal data. Security breach notification (SBN) laws effectively promote the protection of sensitive personal data. They require companies in certain situations to notify consumers whose personal data was exposed to unauthorized recipients. Notice helps consumers protect themselves against harms such as identity theft. It also provides companies with incentives to establish better data security in the first place. The SBN model is also gaining acceptance internationally as a performance-based requirement that effectively protects consumers.

Currently, 47 States, the District of Columbia, and several U.S. Territories, have SBN laws. Variations in States have allowed a sense of the most effective approaches to emerge, but the need for national uniformity is now evident. The patchwork of State laws creates significant burdens for companies without much countervailing benefit for consumers. As part of its comprehensive cybersecurity legislative package, the Administration recommended creating a national standard for notifying consumers in the event that there are unauthorized disclosures of certain types of personal data. This national standard would replace the various State standards that exist today and preempt future State legislation in this area.

---

49. See, e.g., 47 U.S.C. §§ 222, 338 & 551 (requiring telecommunications carriers, satellite carriers, and cable services, respectively, to protect customers’ personal information).

VII. Federal Government Leadership in Improving Individual Privacy Protections

In areas other than consumer data privacy, the Administration is continuing the Federal government’s long history of championing data privacy protections in the public and private spheres. This history stems from the early days of computerized data processing. In 1973, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) Advisory Committee on Automated Personal Data Systems issued a report entitled Records, Computers, and the Rights of Citizens. This landmark report provided an early statement of the FIPPs that provide a foundation for the Administration’s Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights.

Since then, the Federal government has led the way in demonstrating that protecting privacy is integral to conducting the Nation’s business. No single event or policy need has spurred this activity. In some cases, Federal agencies consider privacy issues in response to specific Congressional mandates. In other cases, Federal agencies integrate privacy into innovative initiatives that advance their core missions. The activities of Federal agencies with duties that range across a broad array of economic sectors—including healthcare, financial services, and education—illustrate the Administration’s commitment to promoting best practices, enabling new services, providing tools to address many different privacy issues, and enforcing individual privacy rights.

A. Enabling New Services

Like the private sector, Federal agencies must confront data privacy issues when delivering services to the public. A particularly challenging set of privacy issues arises in connection with delivering healthcare to the Nation’s veterans. The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) provides healthcare for 8.3 million enrolled veterans through more than 1,400 facilities distributed across the Nation. To help manage a healthcare operation of this scale and scope efficiently and cost-effectively, the VA is continuing to incorporate information technology into its healthcare delivery system. Protecting the privacy of veterans’ health information is essential to the success of this endeavor.

VA recently launched an initiative that demonstrates how careful attention to privacy and security protections for personal health information can lead to significant advances in how healthcare is delivered. VA incorporated privacy and security protections into its “My HealtheVet Personal Health Record.” This system is a gateway to information that helps veterans to enable their caregivers to deliver better care and provides other Internet-based tools that empower veterans to become active partners in their health care. The VA’s Blue Button service allows veterans to download an electronic copy of their HealtheVet information in a secure manner.
How Administration Action Is Enabling Privacy in Other Areas

• Integrating Privacy into Cybersecurity Initiatives. Protecting privacy is a priority in the Administration’s efforts to secure online environments for continuing increases in productivity, innovation, and support for new business ventures. Led by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), the *National Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace* calls for a partnership with the commercial sector to develop more standardized, secure, and privacy-enhancing ways to authenticate individuals online.

• Enhancing Transparency in Credit Markets. The Administration is ensuring that privacy protections keep pace with developments in uses of personal data in setting the terms of consumer credit. The Federal Reserve Board, together with the FTC, issued a rule that requires creditors to provide a consumer with notice when, based on the consumer’s credit report, the creditor provides credit to the consumer on less favorable terms than it provides to other consumers. This rule also entitles consumers who are notified of such “risk-based pricing” to obtain a free credit report, so that they can check whether the information creditors use is accurate.

B. Protecting Privacy Through Effective Enforcement

The FTC has used its civil enforcement authority against those commercial enterprises that fail to follow Commission rules or act in an unfair or deceptive manner. Since 2009, the FTC has taken actions against companies that have failed to exercise reasonable care to secure sensitive personal and medical information, represented that they abide by the U.S.-EU or U.S.-Swiss Safe Harbor agreements when they do not or they have allowed these certifications to lapse, or that misrepresent the use of tracking software. The FTC also prosecuted actions involving deceptive practices by online seal providers, social media companies, and companies claiming to protect identities. In addition, the FTC prosecuted cases under the Telemarketing Sales Rule, the COPPA Rule, the Fair Credit Reporting Act, and the GLB Safeguards Rule.

The Administration also takes enforcing statutory privacy rights seriously. Federal agencies with law enforcement authority have taken action against those who violate privacy rights. For example, the Department of Justice (DOJ) aggressively prosecutes cases involving identity theft—the use of misappropriated personal data that can cause life-disrupting and economically devastating harm to its victims. In 2010 alone, DOJ’s United States Attorneys’ Offices prosecuted nearly 1300 cases involving identity theft, and U.S. Attorneys have brought nearly 700 identity theft cases in the current fiscal year. DOJ, assisted by investigators from the Federal Bureau of Investigation and Department of Homeland Security (DHS) components such as United States Secret Service and U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, also vigorously prosecutes individuals who obtain personal data (and other information) by breaking into computers. Taken together, these efforts help protect the confidentiality of personal data and bring justice for victims of identity theft and other crimes that involve the misuse of personal data.
C. Guidance for Protecting Privacy

Federal agencies are also devoting resources to producing guidance on data privacy that has broad applicability in the private sector. The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), for example, has issued guidance that analyzes some of the fundamental issues surrounding responses to security breaches that involve personally identifiable information. In 2009, the Department of Health and Human Services Office for Civil Rights (OCR) issued guidance on when health information is considered to be secure (and therefore exempt from breach notification requirements) by specifying the technologies and methodologies that render protected health information unusable, unreadable, or indecipherable. In 2010, OCR also issued guidance on conducting a risk analysis under the HIPAA Security Rule. OCR plans to issue additional guidance on the HIPAA Privacy Rule's "minimum necessary" standard and on de-identification of health information under the HIPAA Privacy Rule.

Federal agencies are also providing guidance on how to make more effective use of existing privacy-protecting measures. In 2009, eight Federal agencies released a model privacy notice form that financial institutions can opt to use for their privacy notices to consumers required by GLB. Use of the model form provides a legal safe harbor for compliance with the GLB Privacy Rule, though the model form is not required. The agencies conducted extensive consumer research and testing in developing the model form to ensure that consumers can easily understand what financial institutions do with their personal information and compare different institutions' information sharing practices.
Other Significant Administration Guidance on Privacy:

- **Raising Public Awareness of Privacy and Data Security.** DHS is leading a national public awareness effort called *Stop. Think. Connect.* to inform the American public of the need to strengthen cybersecurity and to provide practical tips to help Americans increase their safety and security online. In addition, the FTC has issued guides explaining measures that consumers and companies can take to protect children’s privacy online, minimize the risk of medical identity theft, and prevent the loss of sensitive data through peer-to-peer file sharing applications.

- **Applying Privacy Principles to New Technologies.** The Administration is demonstrating that the same privacy principles that inform the general consumer data privacy framework developed here also apply to specific, emerging contexts. The “Smart Grid”—the incorporation of information technologies to make the electric grid more efficient, more accommodating of clean sources of energy, and a source of new jobs and innovation—provides an excellent example. Over the past two years, the Department of Energy and the National Institute of Standards and Technology engaged with stakeholders to understand privacy issues that could arise from this promising new technology. This work culminated in the Administration’s *Policy Framework for The 21st Century Grid: Enabling Our Secure Energy Future*, which recommends that States make comprehensive FIPPs the starting point for protecting the detailed energy usage data that the Smart Grid will generate.

D. Integrating Privacy Into the Structure of Federal Agencies

Finally, Federal agencies are leading the way in incorporating privacy into their structure and operations and in developing accountable organizations. Some of these accountability-enhancing practices and tools have diffused to the private sector and across the globe. For example, the Internal Revenue Service and DHS pioneered the use of privacy impact assessments (PIAs), which provide for structured assessments of the potential privacy issues arising from new information systems and, under the E-Government Act of 2002, are now required of Federal agencies under some circumstances. Building on efforts of previous Administrations, this Administration has extended the use of PIAs to social media. Since their initial development within the Federal government, PIAs have become widely used in the private sector and within the European Union. Federal agencies also continue to make privacy professionals part of their senior leadership structures. Many Federal agencies have full-time, professional chief privacy officers, who engage on privacy issues within their agencies, in broader discussions within the Federal government, and with the general public.
VIII. Conclusion

The United States is committed to protecting privacy. It is an element of individual dignity and an aspect of participation in democratic society. To an increasing extent, privacy protections have become critical to the information-based economy. Stronger consumer data privacy protections will buttress the trust that is necessary to promote the full economic, social, and political uses of networked technologies. The increasing quantities of personal data that these technologies subject to collection, use, and disclosure have fueled innovation and significant social benefits. We can preserve these benefits while also ensuring that our consumer data privacy policy better reflects the value that Americans place on privacy and bolsters trust in the Internet and other networked technologies.

The framework set forth in the preceding pages provides a way to achieve these goals. The Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights should be the legal baseline that governs consumer data privacy in the United States. The Administration will work with Congress to bring this about, but it will also work with private-sector stakeholders to adopt the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights in the absence of legislation. To encourage adoption, the Department of Commerce will convene multistakeholder processes to encourage the development of enforceable, context-specific codes of conduct. The United States Government will engage with our international partners to increase the interoperability of our respective consumer data privacy frameworks. Federal agencies will continue to develop innovative privacy-protecting programs and guidance as well as enforce the broad array of existing Federal laws that protect consumer privacy.

A cornerstone of this framework is its call for the ongoing participation of private-sector stakeholders. The views that companies, civil society, academics, and advocates provided to the Administration through written comments, public symposia, and informal discussions have been invaluable in shaping this framework. Implementing it, and making progress toward consumer data privacy protections that support a more trustworthy networked world, will require all of us to continue to work together.
CONSUMER PRIVACY BILL OF RIGHTS

The Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights applies to personal data, which means any data, including aggregations of data, which is linkable to a specific individual. Personal data may include data that is linked to a specific computer or other device. The Administration supports Federal legislation that adopts the principles of the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights. Even without legislation, the Administration will convene multistakeholder processes that use these rights as a template for codes of conduct that are enforceable by the Federal Trade Commission. These elements—the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights, codes of conduct, and strong enforcement—will increase interoperability between the U.S. consumer data privacy framework and those of our international partners.

1. INDIVIDUAL CONTROL: Consumers have a right to exercise control over what personal data companies collect from them and how they use it. Companies should provide consumers appropriate control over the personal data that consumers share with others and over how companies collect, use, or disclose personal data. Companies should enable these choices by providing consumers with easily used and accessible mechanisms that reflect the scale, scope, and sensitivity of the personal data that they collect, use, or disclose, as well as the sensitivity of the uses they make of personal data. Companies should offer consumers clear and simple choices, presented at times and in ways that enable consumers to make meaningful decisions about personal data collection, use, and disclosure. Companies should offer consumers means to withdraw or limit consent that are as accessible and easily used as the methods for granting consent in the first place.

2. TRANSPARENCY: Consumers have a right to easily understandable and accessible information about privacy and security practices. At times and in places that are most useful to enabling consumers to gain a meaningful understanding of privacy risks and the ability to exercise Individual Control, companies should provide clear descriptions of what personal data they collect, why they need the data, how they will use it, when they will delete the data or de-identify it from consumers, and whether and for what purposes they may share personal data with third parties.

3. RESPECT FOR CONTEXT: Consumers have a right to expect that companies will collect, use, and disclose personal data in ways that are consistent with the context in which consumers provide the data. Companies should limit their use and disclosure of personal data to those purposes that are consistent with both the relationship that they have with consumers and the context in which consumers originally disclosed the data, unless required by law to do otherwise. If companies will use or disclose personal data for other purposes, they should provide heightened Transparency and Individual Control by disclosing these other purposes in a manner that is prominent and easily actionable by consumers at the time of data collection. If,
subsequent to collection, companies decide to use or disclose personal data for purposes that are inconsistent with the context in which the data was disclosed, they must provide heightened measures of Transparency and Individual Choice. Finally, the age and familiarity with technology of consumers who engage with a company are important elements of context. Companies should fulfill the obligations under this principle in ways that are appropriate for the age and sophistication of consumers. In particular, the principles in the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights may require greater protections for personal data obtained from children and teenagers than for adults.

4. **SECURITY**: Consumers have a right to secure and responsible handling of personal data. Companies should assess the privacy and security risks associated with their personal data practices and maintain reasonable safeguards to control risks such as loss; unauthorized access, use, destruction, or modification; and improper disclosure.

5. **ACCESS AND ACCURACY**: Consumers have a right to access and correct personal data in usable formats, in a manner that is appropriate to the sensitivity of the data and the risk of adverse consequences to consumers if the data is inaccurate. Companies should use reasonable measures to ensure they maintain accurate personal data. Companies also should provide consumers with reasonable access to personal data that they collect or maintain about them, as well as the appropriate means and opportunity to correct inaccurate data or request its deletion or use limitation. Companies that handle personal data should construe this principle in a manner consistent with freedom of expression and freedom of the press. In determining what measures they may use to maintain accuracy and to provide access, correction, deletion, or suppression capabilities to consumers, companies may also consider the scale, scope, and sensitivity of the personal data that they collect or maintain and the likelihood that its use may expose consumers to financial, physical, or other material harm.

6. **FOCUSED COLLECTION**: Consumers have a right to reasonable limits on the personal data that companies collect and retain. Companies should collect only as much personal data as they need to accomplish purposes specified under the Respect for Context principle. Companies should securely dispose of or de-identify personal data once they no longer need it, unless they are under a legal obligation to do otherwise.

7. **ACCOUNTABILITY**: Consumers have a right to have personal data handled by companies with appropriate measures in place to assure they adhere to the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights. Companies should be accountable to enforcement authorities and consumers for adhering to these principles. Companies also should hold employees responsible for adhering to these principles. To achieve this end, companies should train their employees as appropriate to handle personal data consistently with these principles and regularly evaluate their performance in this regard. Where appropriate, companies should conduct full audits. Companies that disclose personal data to third parties should at a minimum ensure that the recipients are under enforceable contractual obligations to adhere to these principles, unless they are required by law to do otherwise.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights</th>
<th>OECD Privacy Guidelines (excerpts)</th>
<th>DHS Privacy Policy (generalized)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual Control</td>
<td>Individuals have a right to exercise control over what personal information they disclose.</td>
<td>Individuals have a right to exercise control over what personal information they disclose.</td>
<td>Individuals have a right to exercise control over what personal information they disclose.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use Limitation Principle</td>
<td>By the authority of law, organizations should inform the individual in the process of using PII.</td>
<td>By the authority of law, organizations should inform the individual in the process of using PII.</td>
<td>By the authority of law, organizations should inform the individual in the process of using PII.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness Principle</td>
<td>Organizations should be transparent and notify individuals regarding the collection, use, dissemination, and maintenance of PII.</td>
<td>Organizations should be transparent and notify individuals regarding the collection, use, dissemination, and maintenance of PII.</td>
<td>Organizations should be transparent and notify individuals regarding the collection, use, dissemination, and maintenance of PII.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency Principle</td>
<td>There should be a general policy of openness about developments, practices and policies with respect to personal data.</td>
<td>There should be a general policy of openness about developments, practices and policies with respect to personal data.</td>
<td>There should be a general policy of openness about developments, practices and policies with respect to personal data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice</td>
<td>Organizations should provide clear and easily understandable information about privacy and security practices.</td>
<td>Organizations should provide clear and easily understandable information about privacy and security practices.</td>
<td>Organizations should provide clear and easily understandable information about privacy and security practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountability Principle</td>
<td>Organizations should be accountable for the accuracy of the personal information that they collect.</td>
<td>Organizations should be accountable for the accuracy of the personal information that they collect.</td>
<td>Organizations should be accountable for the accuracy of the personal information that they collect.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Appendix B: Comparison of the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights to Other Statements of the Fair Information Practice Principles (FIPPs)**
**Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OECD Privacy Guidelines (excerpts)</th>
<th>DHS Privacy Policy (generalized)</th>
<th>APEC Principles (excerpts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Respect for Context.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Purpose Specification Principle.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Notice.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumers have a right to expect that companies will collect, use, and disclose personal data in ways that are consistent with the context in which consumers provide the data.</td>
<td>The purposes for which personal data are collected should be specified not later than at the time of data collection and the subsequent use limited to the fulfillment of those purposes or such others as are not incompatible with those purposes and are specified on each occasion of change of purpose.</td>
<td>Personal information should be provided to consumers at the time of collection of personal information, unless otherwise as specified by the person providing the personal information to the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Purpose Specification.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Use Limitation Principle.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Use Limitation.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizations should specifically articulate the authority that permits the collection of PII and specifically articulate the purpose or purposes for which the PII is intended to be used. The personal data should not be disclosed, made available or otherwise used for purposes other than those specified in accordance with the purpose or purposes for which the personal information was collected, unless: a) with the consent of the data subject; or, b) by the authority of law.</td>
<td>The personal data should be used only to fulfill the purposes of collection and other compatible or related purposes except: a) with the consent of the individual whose personal information is collected; b) when necessary to provide a service or product requested by the individual; or, c) by the authority of law and other legal instruments, proclamations and pronouncements of legal effect.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Security.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Security Safeguards Principle.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Security.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumers have a right to secure and responsible handling of personal data.</td>
<td>Personal data should be protected by reasonable security safeguards against such risks as loss or unauthorized access, destruction, use, modification or disclosure of data.</td>
<td>Organizations should protect PII (in all media) through appropriate security safeguards against risks such as loss or unauthorized access to personal information, unauthorized use, destruction, modification, or disclosure of personal information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Security Safeguards.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Security.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Security.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal information controllers should protect personal information that they hold with appropriate safeguards against risks, such as loss or unauthorized access to personal information, unauthorized use, destruction, modification, or disclosure of information or other misuses.</td>
<td><strong>Security.</strong></td>
<td>Personal data should be protected by reasonable security safeguards against such risks as loss or unauthorized access to personal information, unauthorized use, destruction, modification, or disclosure of personal information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>APPENDIX B: COMPARISON OF THE CONSUMER PRIVACY BILL OF RIGHTS TO OTHER STATEMENTS OF THE FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICE PRINCIPLES (FIPPS)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Access and Correction</strong></td>
<td><strong>Access and Correction</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights</strong></td>
<td><strong>OECD Privacy Guidelines (excerpts)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Individual Participation Principle</strong></td>
<td><strong>Individual Participation Principle</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An individual should have the right: a) to obtain from a data controller, or other wise, confirmation of whether or not the data controller has data relating to him; b) to have communicated to him, data relating to him within a reasonable time; at a charge, if any, that is not excessive; in a reasonable manner; and in a form that is readily intelligible to him; c) to be given reasons if a request made under subparagraphs(a) and (b) is denied, and to be able to challenge such denial; d) to challenge data relating to him and, if the challenge is successful to have the data erased, rectified, completed or amended.</td>
<td><strong>Data Quality and Integrity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access and Accuracy.</td>
<td><strong>Data Quality and Integrity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumers have a right to access and correct personal data in usable formats, in a manner that is appropriate to the sensitivity of the data and the risk of adverse consequences if the data is inaccurate.</td>
<td>Organizations should, to the extent practicable, ensure that personal information is accurate, complete and up-to-date.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principles</td>
<td>Requirements</td>
<td>Accountability and Auditing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focused Collection: Consumers have a right to reasonable limits on the personal data that companies collect and retain.</td>
<td>The collection of personal information should be limited to information that is relevant to the specified purpose(s).</td>
<td>A data controller should be accountable for complying with measures which give effect to the principles stated above and providing training to all employees and contractors who use PII. Organisations should be accountable for the collection, use, and retention of personal data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountability: A personal information controller should be accountable for complying with measures that give effect to the Principles stated above. When personal information is to be transferred to another person or organization, whether domestically or internationally, the personal information controller should obtain the consent of the individual or exercise due diligence and take reasonable steps to ensure that the recipient person or organization will protect the personal information in accordance with the Principles.</td>
<td>There should be accountability measures in place to assure that employees who have access to personal data are aware of the Principles and how they are to be complied with.</td>
<td>A data controller should be accountable for ensuring that PII is handled by a data controller who is an employee or contractor of the controller.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD Privacy Guidelines (generalized): Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights</td>
<td>There should be limits to the collection, use, and retention of personal data and any such data collected should only be used for the specified purposes.</td>
<td>There should be limits to the collection, use, and retention of personal data and any such data collected should only be used for the specified purposes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHS Privacy Policy (generalized): Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights</td>
<td>The collection of personal information should be limited to information that is relevant to the specified purpose(s).</td>
<td>The knowledge or consent of the data subject should be obtained by lawful and fair means and the data should be obtained by lawful and fair means and the data should be obtained by lawful and fair means.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP-EC Principles (generalized): Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights</td>
<td>The collection of personal information should be limited to information that is relevant to the specified purpose(s).</td>
<td>The knowledge or consent of the data subject should be obtained by lawful and fair means and the data should be obtained by lawful and fair means.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>